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'lI3JT is our sincere desire that this volume of the
will meet with your approval. We
have striven to preserve the history that you
have made during the past year and have recorded it for your benefit. Any enjoyment that
you may obtain from a perusal of it now or in the
years to come will compensate us for our labors,
and our chagrin at a realization of its shortcomings will be counteracted by your slightest praise.
It is now yours for enjoyment or criticism.
PANDEX
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ECAUSE for three years we have been permitted,
the guidance of our foremost jurists, to
delve into the intricacies and mysteries of that
most pleasing and exacting science; and because we feel
that whatever success we may attain comes from our association with each other, and the influence of those who
have guided us, this book-with
its successes and its
failures-is a thank-offering to our Alma Mater.
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"You hear that boy laughing?
You think he's all fun;
But the Angels laugh, too,
At the good he has done."·
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With Gratitude and Esteem
We Respectfully Dedicate This Book
To Our Instructor and Friend,
"(@n~
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ELMER N. POWELL

1ElmrrN. 'owrll
,

(ONORABLE
ELMER N. POWELL was one of the founders of the Kansas
City School of Law. He, together with Judge f. M. Black, O. H. Dean,
Judge E. L. Scarritt, Sanford B. Ladd, J. W. Snyder, W. P. Borland,
R. J. Ingraham, J. H. Harkless, Judge E. H. Stiles and E. D. Ellison,
organized the school in 1895. Mr. Powell was the first secretary, and he now holds
the position of secretary and treasurer, and is lecturer on the subject of Partnership and Domestic Relations.
Mr. Powell was born at Farmington,
Delaware, on September 9, 1869. He
received his early education at the Delaware public schools, the Wilmington Conference Academy of Dover, Delaware, and supplemented
this with a year at
Johns Hopkins University and then engaged in educational work as schoolmaster
at Vernon, Delaware, and afterwards as principal of the Hillsboro, Maryland, High
School.
He came to Kansas City in 1890 and afterwards attended the law department
of the University of Kansas, from which institution he graduated with the degree
of LL.B. in 1895 as valedictorian of his class, and the summer thereafter became
a member of the firm of Powell & Powell, the name of the firm being now Powell
& Kurtz.
He was the first president of the Law Students Club, organized in 1892; prominent in the old East Side Literary Club. He is a Mason, a member of the University Club, the Knife and Fork Club, and a member of the American Bar Counsel
from Missouri.
Owing to his personal popularity, ability and genius for work,
Mr. Powell has without doubt been elected to the presidency of more prominent
public organizations than any other man of his age in Kansas City.
He has in
addition to several minor organizations,
been president of the Kansas City Bar
Association, of the old Kansas City Law Club, olfhe alumni of Beta Theta Pi,
the Missouri Republican Club, Phi Delta Phi alumni chapter (four terms), and
is president of Province VI of this legal fraternity.
Mr. Powell is characterized
by unreserved geniality, integrity, activity and
the broadest liberality in his business, social and political relations, possessing
besides a keen sense of humor, consequently his unsought part in public affairs
and civic functions at large.
The only political office ever held by him was that of Assessor and Collector
of Water Rates in Mayor Neff's well-remembered
business men's administration
of 1894. In this he was very much in the public eye by reason of his successful
fight for cheaper wa ter rates for the people. He declined a second term in this
office, offered him by Mayor Beardsley, since his law practice required his undivided attention.
Mr. Powell has stood for the highes t ideals in his chosen profession, and is an
able and successful lawyer.
He was married on October 19, 1897, to Miss I1lga
L. Herbel of Jacksonville, Illinois, and NIl'. and Mrs. Powell have been blessed
with a daughter, Miss Dorothea D. Powell.
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1J1arultl1
HON. OLIVER H. DEAN
(Of Warner, Dean, Mel.cod and Langworthy,
Scarritt Bldg.)
President and Lecturer 01J tlte Law oj Corporations and Constitutional

Law.

HON. EDWARD D. ELLISON
(Commerce Bldg.)
Dean and Lecturer on Negotiable [nstr-uments mid Statutory

Rights.

HON. SANFORD B. LADD
(Of Gage, Ladd & Small, New York Life Bldg.)
Lecturer 011 Real Property.

HON. R.

J INGRAHAM

(Of Cowherd, Ingraham,
Durham & Morse, Republic
Lecturer on lite Law of Municipal Corpora/ions.

Bldg.)

MR. BEN E. TODD
Registrar and Lecturer

011

(Commerce Bldg.)
Blackstone's Commentaries, Soles, Bailments,
Carriers mid Code PLeading.

COlllllwn

HON. WILLIAM P. BORLAND
(Member of Congress, Washington,
D. C.)
Lecturer on Contracts and If/ills.

JUDGE WILLARD P. HALL
(Formerly

Judge of the Court of Appeals of Missouri, New York Life Bldg.)
Lect-urer 011 Extraordillary Remedies.

JUDGE ROBERT B. MIDDLEBROOK
(Formerly

(Of Hatch s, Middlebrook,
Hall Bldg.)
Judge of the Circuit Court of Jackson
Leccurer 011 Kent's Covimmtories.

JUDGE THOMAS

County)

J SEEHORN

(Judge of the Circuit Court of Jackson
Lcct-urrr on Eoidrnce.

County)

HON. M. A: FYKE
(Of Fyke &. Snyder, Sharp Bldg.)
Lecturer on Insurance.

JUDGE JAMES M. JOHNSON
(Formerly

Judge

of the Court of Appeals of Missouri, Grand Avenue
Lecturer on Equity Jurisprudence.

Temple

JUDGE WALTER A. POWELL
(Of Powell, Powell & Kurtz, ~ew York Life Bldg.)
Pleading and Practice under tire j\!iSJouri Statutes.

HON. A. L. COOPER
(Of Hadley, Cooper & Neel, Commerce Bldg.)
Lecturer on Common Law Pleading.

HON. JOHN L WILLIAMSON
(Of Williamson &. Coleman, Scarriu
Lecturer on Agency.

Bldg.)

HON. THOMAS H. REYNOLDS
(Of Lathrop,

Morrow, Fox & Moore, First National
Lecturer on Bankruptc}'.

Bank Bldg.)

Bldg.)

HON. ELMER N. POWELL
(Of Powell, Powell S; Kurtz, New York Life Bldg.)
Secretary and Treasurer, and Lecturer on Domestic Relations and Partnership.

MR. JOHN B. PEW
(Of Pew & Proctor, Scan-itt
Lecturer 011 Torts.

Bldg.)

MR. JAY M. LEE
(Assistant City Counselor, R. A. Long Bldg.)
Lecturer on Criminal Law (Ind Procedure,

MR. JOHN B. GAGE
(Of Watson, Gage & Watson, Grand Ave. Temple
rlss istaut Instructor

Bldg.)

HON. FRANK C. WILKINSON
(Of Wilkinson

& Wilkinson, Commerce
rl ssistans lnsu-ucior,

Bldg.)

MR. WILLIAM E. BYERS
(Of Warner,

Dean, Mel.cod & Langworthy,
Assistant instructor,

Scarritt

Bldg.)

MR. SAMUEL 0. HARGUS
(Assistant

U. S. District Attorney, Government
rlssisumt l-nstructor.

Bldg.)

MR. JOHN G. HUITON
])a\;;s & Nourse, New York Life Bldg.)
Assistant Instructor.

(Of Hutton,

MR. WILLIAM J. BLAND
(Commerce Bldg.)
Assistant Instructor.

MR. DAVID DABBS
(Of Wilkinson

& Wilkinson, Commerce
Assistant Instructor.

Bldg.)

MR. A. P. LEACY
(Of Moore & Leney, Scan-itt
Assistant instructor,

Bldg.)

MR. FRANK E. CHAFFEE
(Director

of Music Northeast
Glee Club.

~prrial

High School)

j£ircturrll

JUDGE JOHN F. PHILLIPS
"The

(Formerly U. S. District Judge, R. A. Long Bldg.)
j udiciar y Clause of the Federal Constitution
and Pleading
.
in the federal Courts."

JUDGE

SHEPHERD

and Practice

BARCLAY

(Of Barclay, Orthwein & \\lallace, St. Louis, Mo.)
(Formerly Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Missouri)
"Trade Marks and Unfair Competition."

JUDGE JAMES M. JOHNSON
(Formerly

Judge of the Kansas City Court of Appeals)
"Procedure
in the Appellate Courts."

JUDGE E. E. PORTERFIELD
(Judge of the Circuit Court of Jackson
"Juvenile Courts."

County)

JUDGE RALPH S. LATSHAW
(Judge of the Criminal Court of Jackson
"Criminal Evidence."

County)

JUDGE JOSEPH A. GUTHRIE
(Judge of the Circuit Court of Jackson
"Legal Ethics."

County)

JUDGE J. E. GUINOITE
(Judge of the Probate Court of Jackson County)
"Probate Practice and Procedure."

HON. WALLACE W. GREENE
(State Senator, 610 Dwight Bldg.)
"How Our Laws are l\iIade."

EDWARD H. SKINNER,
"Medico-legal

Aspect of the Roentgen

M.D.
Ray."
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OLIVER
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R. J. JNGRAHAM
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BEN E. TODD
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WILLIAM
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WILLARD

P. HALL
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ROBERT

B. MIDDLEBROOl(
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THOMAS J. SEEHORN
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"Nf. A. l"YI<E
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.JAMES M .. JOHNSON
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WALTER

A. POWELL
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A. L. COOPER

-23-

JOHN

1. WILLIAMSON
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THOMAS

H. REYNOLDS
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JOHN B. PEW
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JAY M. LEE

-27-

JOHN B. GAGE
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l"RAN]{

c. WILKINSO~
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WILLIAM

E. BYERS
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SAMUEL

O. HARGUS
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.lOHN G. HUTTON
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WILI.IAM

J. BLAND

DAVID

P. DABBS
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Ql)rguttitutintt
The Kansas City School of Law was incorporated in 1895, under the laws:of
the State of Missour-i. The original incorporators were:

M. BLACK
H. DEAN
HON.
SANFORD
B. LADD
JUDGE EDWARD L. SCARRITT
J VOCE EDWARD H. STILES
HON. R. J. INGRAHAM
HON.
JAMES H. HARKLESS
JunGE
HON.

MR.

FRANCIS

OLIVER

JOHN

W.

.:vIR. ELMER
HON.

EDWARD

HON.

\VILLIAM

The present officers of the corporation
HON.

OLIVER

HON.

SANFORD

HaN. R.

J.

H. DEAN
B. LADD

INGRAHAM.

HON.

\VI1,1,IA1I

HaN.

EDWARD

BEN

P.
D.

BORLAND,
ELLISON ..

N. POWELL
E. Too»

::vIR. ELMER
MR.

..

SNYDER

N.

POWELL

D.
P.

ELLISON
BORLAND,

M.e.

are as follows:

President
f/ ice-President
.
f/ ice-President
M.e ...
.
f/ice-President
. Dean
....... Secretary- Treasurer
Registrar
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""'itorat

taj]

TA'fl-oR

J.

ARTHUR
LEONORE

"VALTER K. STEWART
\-VOFFORD
E. LEWIS ..
ED\VIN
LLOYD

Editor-in-Chic]

:rvIELLOTT

.. Literar-y Editor

SIMPSON.

........ Local Editor
Art Editor
.Adoertising Mmwgn
.Busines s M a1wger

..

CARROLL ..

E.

BARBER ..

-'10-
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Jel\ior

§rttinr C1!lu!lGQl)ffirrrs
Second Term

First Term
M.

ROBERT
"'M.

~IIISS

G.

ZIMMERMAN

ANNETTE

VVILLIAl\I
MISS

..
SIMPSON.

SKI DMORE ..

W.

JACOB

..

ROBERT

lVloORE.

LUETHY

LEONORE

THOMAS

LEON

MURRAY.

"VERBY

\\1.

.

..

MILLER

R. htloBERLY
DELOS
E. PYPES ..
...... \VM. ,"V. HOLZMARK

........

President

CROWL.

f/ ice-President.

..

.]OHN

-42-

.

Secretary
Treasurer
Critic

._.Sergeant-ai-A

fms
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~rltinrorIaaa

ALWES,

HENRY

ANGLE,

Roy

CARL

... Rosedale,

ELMER..

. ... Kansas

City,

Kans.

LUETHY,

Kans.

l.UNDEEN,

\VILLlAIII

.................

c...
BARNEY J ..
D.

LLOYD EARL..

Kansas

City,

Mo.

MEANS,

BOYD, JOHN STROTHER

Kansas

City,

)'110.

J\11ELLOTl', ARTHUR

G..

... Kansas

City,

Mo.

c... _

.lndcpendencc,

BARBER,

BROWN,

CARROLL

CARROLL,

EDWIN

CARTER,

GEORGE

CONNORS,
COPE,

W.

JOHN

HOi\lER

CORRIGAN,

.

EDWARD

ALLlSON..

JOHN ]..

.

CRAIIIl>TON, \VILLlA!l1
CROKER,

PATRICK

CROWL,

E..

CLEARY

]'',110.

J'v1ILLER, ROBERT

W.

City,

.\,10.

MOBERLY,

City,

1\110.

1\1100RE,

City,

Mo.

1'V100RII1AN, ZACH RUSSELL

City,

Mo.

lV1URltAY, ROBERT

J\llARTIN ..... Kansas

City,

:1,110.

O'DONNELL,

tV10.

PUGH,

EDWARO E.

Mo

PYPES,

DELOS

Kansas

City,

'\1[0.

ROWELL,

Lours

Kansas

City,

::\10.

LUDWICK..

Kansas

City,

1'\'10-

CARL VIVIAN

Kansas

City,

::\10.

F-hLL, JOHN VINCENT..
HOLZMARK,

Iu ss,

WILLIMI

TERRANCE

WILLlA;"!..

].4.CKSON, POWHATAN
JENKINS,

HARRY

CHARLES

KAELlK,

ARTHUR

]3YRON..

\VILLlAIIl

KEATING,

EDGAR JOHN
EDWARD

LEWIS,

WOFJ'ORD
ARNOLD

Loos,

LEL

VERNER..

LIVERS,

FRED

LOWENSTEIN,

City,

Mo.

Kansas

City,

::\110.

Kansas

.Tonganoxie,
Kansas

Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas

EUGENE ..... Kansas
RALPH.

LEWIS..
HENRY

.Kansas
..... Kansas

POLK,

City,

Norwood,

J\11CHAEL.. .. Kansas

KELLAMS,
LAMBERT,

.Kansas

HUNTER

J EROi\1 e MORTON

JOFFEE,
JOYCE,

W

City,

Mo.
::\10.

Mo.

City,

Mo.

City,

::\/10.

City,
City,
City,

J\I[O.

City,

.\'10.

City,

J\10.

SIJOCKLEY,
SBIPSON,

Ka-nsas

City,

Kansas

City,

Mo.
Mo.

Kans.

Kansas

City,

J\110.

Kansas

City,

110.

.Knnsas

City,

Mo.

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Springs,

R..

CLAUDE

City,

Mo.

Mo.

.

EDWARD

STEWART,

WALTER

SYDENSTRICKER,

ARNOLD

K..

CECIL

THOlllAS

\\1

J\10.

City,

Mo.

Kansas

City,

J\110.

.Kansas City,

J\110.

Kansas

City,

1\'10.

Webb

City,

Mo.

Kansas

City,
Joplin,

... Halstead,
\IIASON_.

JACOB.

City,

. Kansas

RALI'H

c..

ERNEST

Mo.

City,

LEO ANTHONY .....

Centertown,

.

City,:V10.

WILLIAMS.

LERoy.

City, Mo.

ZI~lMER!IIAN, \VILLI.'\.\I

\VJNl'ERS,

),'[0.
Kans.

Kansas

LEONORE.

ERNEST

WERBY,

City,
City,

PERCY A;"lBROSE. .. Kansas
.\1[155

Mrss
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J\10.

.. ... Kansas

SPALDING,

TODD,

110.

City,

EARL \\1...

NOIUIA\'

D. STANLEY..

SMITH,

Kans.

Kansas

_ .. Parsons,

EDISON

WILLIAMS,

JR ..
. Kansas

SEIBEL,

WEAVER,

Me

City,

. .Excelsior
SCHNEIDER,

TADLOCK,

Kans.

::\'10.

SAMUEL JACKSON ..

SOWERS,

Kans.

City,

Kansas

HURTIS

City,

GRAVES,
GROSS,

]OHN

Cit}"

GOESSY,

Kansas

Kansas

.

LEO ANTHONY

Kansas

. . Kansas

NAPOLEON

M..

_\1URRY, HAROL!) HEAD
NUNNINK,

L.

.

ANNETTE

Kansas

0/10

ROBERT

.

. Kansas

Kans.

Mo.
Mo.

.Independcnce,

R..

JOHN

l'v1Jss

City,

THOi\IAS

GILFILLAN,

5

Kansas

City,

City,
City,

.Kansas
~VIILLER, ROBERT

. Kansas

I-lARRY HOUTS..

EVANS,

GERSHON,

City,

.

Kansas
Kansas

JOHXSO:-r

Mo.

..Kansas

\VALTER.Kansas

LEOK VVESTLEY..

DEl'LlNG,

Kansas

.

Kansas

M ....

GERTRUDE

RAY V.

City,
Sheldon,

Kansas

.
GREEN,

City,

Cleveland,
Kansas

City,

.\'10.
\\1.10.
Kans.

Nl0.
Kans.

Mo.
1\110.
Mo.

NIo.

HENRY
C. ALWES-<I> A~; President Junior
Class; Vice-President
Freshman
Class.
The Rosedale Prize-winner.
ROY E. ANGLE-Not
right.

much to say but usually
LLOYD E. BARBER-ct>
ager Pande x, Already
tice of law.

A~; Business Manentered on the prac-

I
JOHN
S. BOYD-First
Assistant
"Got any law on this, Boyd?"

to Ben E.

CARROLL
G. BROWN-Quite
a ladies' man.
Carries a book to keep his dates straight.
EDWIN
C. CARROLL-Advertising
Manager
Pandex.
Not a cub reporter.
"He's a bear."

-4G-

GEORGE W. CARTER-Our
abstracter.
shark in finding defects in titles.

JOHN
Ben

Some

E. CONNORS-Window
:Monitor
Wedding bells soon (?)

for

E.

HO:vfER A. COPE-t"
P <P; Believes in always
getting
the money
first. "That's
right,
Judge."

{

WILLlA~vl E. CRAMPTON-Banquet
speaker; Commencement speaker.
Orator of silver
tongue and leather longue.
PATRICK W. CROKER-Noted
for his lrish
wit and Marcelle wave. Kid curlers?
LEON W. CROWL-<t> A.1; President Senior
Chass; Treasurer
Freshman.
Lawyer since
last June.

-47-

HARRY H. EVAl\'S-1> A Il; Sergeant-at-Arms
Freshman
Class; Banquet Speaker; :Vlembcr
Debating- Team.
Called Pollock's bluff.
THOJ'vlAS
GERSHON-Erstwhile
He's had his ups and downs.

"Boss."
ROBERT
L. GILFlLLAN-.Vlember
Glee Club; a pupil of Caruso.

LOLlS N. GOESSY-President
bating Club.
Passed the Bar.

of

the

Summer DeLucky Louie.

LUDWICK
Commissar}'

GRAVES-<f>
Department.

A Il; Soldier BO\T,
Wise old "Tubbic".
CARL V. GROSS-S-u-m
enough.
Other honors

-----48-

ladies' man.
refused.

Honor

,
•
JOI-IN V. I-JILL-Did you say 1-1--11: Shame
on you,John!
WILLL.IUvI
W.
HOLZtvfARK-Scrgeant-atArms Senior Class.
For whom is that other
Pa'lldex, Bill?

TERRANCE
Team.
Todd.

W. 1:'1'1
ES-l'vlember

D~bating

Will argue on any subject,

even with

~

I

POWHATAN]
l. IACKSON-Surn
politician.
Uses geographical
terms in all his definitions.

HARRY

B.

[ENKINS-<1>

called "HaIldsome
Harrv."
with the "wimmcn."
.

A ~;
He's

Familiarly
a whang

J FROM

Junior
F :VI. JOFF EE-"['reasurer
Class.
\\lil1 develop
into a good crossexaminer.

-I!)-

CHARLES M. JOYCE-<f> A ~.
Arms and Critic J unicr
rnirer of pretty cashiers.

Class.

Sergeant-atArden t ad-

ARTHUR
W. KAELIN-Pandf'x
Committee.
Freshman
Class.
He will argue with Todd.

EDGAR JOHN KEATlNG-Our
Also an eagle and an owl.

EDWARD LEE KELLAMS-He
on us unawares.

nightingale"

"Sum

Bird!"

dropped in

Welcome.
VER1\ ER LAMBERT-'ll
A Ll. "And
still
the wonder grew that one small head could
carryall
he knew."

\VOFFORD E. LEWIS-b, 8 <1>;
Pandex ; Basketball
Pipe-Suckers'
Union.

-50-

fiend;

Art Editor

Vice-President

ARNOLD
R. L1VERS-Wherc's
Pipe the misplaced eyebrow.

the

bacon?

FRED LEWIS LOOS-1> A 06.. He has never
passed a bar yet, but hopes to in J Line.
HENRY
P. LOWENSTEIN,
JR.-Banquet
Speaker.
Navy Bcan.
Lawyer
since last

J nne.

D.

C. LUNDEEN-Vicc-President
Freshman
Class.
Member of the firm of Lundeen
&
Corrigan, Insurgent
Democrats.
WILLIAM
LUETHY-jvlember
of the
Club.
Handles the I rish confetti.

Glee

ARTHURJ.
ME:LLOTT-Editor-in-Chief
dex. Thinks he has a real job.

-Sl-

POll-

BARNEY I. :~dEANS-Our cattle
will be there at the round-up.

baron.

He

ROBERT
S. ".\11LLER-l-Ie
savs t.hat
pendencc is a good town to be ~fro1ll.

I nde-

ROBERT
W. MILLER-Secretary
Senior
Class, which honor brought him a call from
Washington,
D. C.

JOHN R. l'vIOBERLY-'l'reasurer
Tries to imbibe
College Inn.

learning

Senior Class.
by eating at the
\1155 ANNF.T'l'E \'IOORE-K
B P; Critic,
Freshman
Class;
Secretary,
Senior.
Soon
will be Miss Moore no Moore.
ZACH R. MOOR.\1AN-u
l've got a citation,
Judge."
He sleeps with a citator.
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HAROLD J-l. MURRY-Takes
life too seriously since becoming a Benedict.
ROBERT
Class.

::\11. 1lIURRAY-President
Exponent of Lien (lean)

Senior
law.

LEO A. NUNNINK-"
behind the door.

JOHN
B. O'DONNELL-What
O'Donnell?
A little hair.

does

Brightens

the corner"

Carter

r':DWARD
1::. PUGI-I-"Put
your
Jake, J want to see your face."

feet down,

DELOS E. PYPES-Critic,
Senior Class.
As
a presiding officer he's there with the goods.

SA?vJUEL
Springs.

J. ROWELL-Mayor
of Excelsior
Carries the keys of the city.
NORMAN
£. W. SCHNF.1DER-6.
Give us the facts in the 'Tobacco Butts

e 4>.
Case.

D. STANLEY
SEl BEL-6.
e 1>; Vice-President Junior Class.
President
Pipe Suckers'
Union.
Fill up!

xuss

LEONORE
SIf.,/lPSON-K
Senior Class.
Lircrarv Editor
is more work than hOI~or.

B P; Critic,
Palldex, whieh

PFRCY A. SHOCKLEY-q,
Ceremonies at the Banquet.
grc ts that he is married.

A 6.; Vlasrer of
Miss Moore reERN [~ST R. S.\UTH)-il>
A 6.. Works (for) the
City.
Official bug hunter.

-.")1-

CLAUDE
E, SO\VERS-¢
King.
Has too much
school on time.

A 6.. The Lumber
business to get to
LEO A, SPALDING-Alwa\Ts
has the last word.
Gets Ben's goat.
"\Vh<lL time is it, Judger"
W/\LTER K. STE.WART-Treasurer,
man Class; Local Editor, Pandex.
don't like that local, see me.

FreshIf you

CECIL W. SYDENSTR1CKI::R-Seldom
see»
with the girls, but thinks a good deal of them
just the same.
THOl'dAS
R. TADLOCK-4>
A 6.. The
prompter for the back row but not always
smooth enough to get away with it.
ARNOLD C. TODD-No
relation to our instructor
of that name, though he tried to
claim it for the sake of the tens.
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EH.N r~ST M. WEAV1-:R-" A soft answer turneth away wrath" but not when answering one
of Todd's questions.
JACOB WERBY-Our
worthy Vice-President.
Father of all the hypothetical children when
Hutton quizzes.

\HSS GERTRUDE
Very

popular with
wh. Dean's house.

M. WILLIAMS-K
the

boys,

cspe-ial!v

P B.
at

LEROY WILLlA,VIS-Secretary,
r unior Class.
Belongs to the secret service.
"Interested in
school-marms.
RAY V. WINTERS-Commencement
Speaker.
My, we would sure be scared if we had his
job.
WILLIAM G. ZI.\r[YIER.VIAN-Vice-Presidellt
Senior Class.
"H-e-r-e."
It is sure handv
to be the last on roll call.
.
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Leaving Tenth and Main at sunrise,
On the good ship, Rubberneck,
The Ballyhoo will tell you •
Of the famous ones. by Heck!

(Who left those windows open there
The Loos flies to let in?
Why, Todd must be the guiltr one;
That's his besetting sin.)

You must strike the proper Al1gle
As you journey through the town.
First thing we see's a Carter,
Wheeling Goessy lad around.

The Gershon dynasty-now
defuncr-cThe ruins to your right
Were brought about by Corriga'il.
Strong in his Irish might.

Now we stop and look and listen
Before going up this Nil!.
Why, hello! There's Syde'lIsl.ricker
Giving Lowellstein <I pill.

The music hall, where Gi(jillal/.
And Luethy Carroll sweet,
Stands to your left-Dh,
Zimmerman,
\Vhy don't you keep your seat?

Sweet Miss Silnpson lives up yonder,
The first street to your right;
That big man is Johnny Connors,
/Ilwes ready for a fight.

The Weavers and Millers have had
Their troubles by the score
Copeing with jackson's strikebreakers
But now their troubles are o'er.

There is Schl1c·ider's famous lunch room;
Why, I'm surprised at you
That you can't restrain the impulse
1'0 bellow out: "Oh, Pugh."

Now there goes a shrewd collector
After Lambert, neat and trim;
But pshaw! What's a wee little Delling
To a wealthy man like him!

No, the smell's not from that lunch room,
It is .1Lwes nice and clean;
l mes sure it must be Seibel's Pypes,
The worst ones ever seen.

VVesee Kellams o'er there in the restaurant
The Livers he's sure to spy;
And the Boyd be very foolish indeed
If this he did not buy.

The building there, the jail, you know.
Is Brown, but then you see
The frost of man;" IFill/ers sure
To cause it so to be.

In that shop there's strong BilL /-Johmark,
A Smith of grea t renown
Who won his fame by shoeing real well
The horse that saved the town.

Jakc Werby is incarcerated
Behind the big padlock;
But never mind; he'll have a pal,
For there's our friend Tadlock.

There's the residence of our artist great,
Wofford Lewis is his name;
Don't CrowL about your troubles, IVojf,
You'll surely win some fame.

The
But
The
And

On that Hili you see up yonder,
Are Graves of our boys so brave,
Who met their fate before the glass,
Trying the Marcelle wave.

poor old boy! He Means all right,
then he's not to blame;
Barber cut too deep one time
caused his head to lame.

There's _~1ayor Rowell coming now,
The wealthiest man in town.
He's Moore potatoes in his cave
Than-well,
why do you frown?

\Ve'll stop for a moment here and view
The faces of those who have gone
To another clime to seek their fame,
And found it., everyone.
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Here's Moormov, who dliocs had cases galore,
And Stewart, Kaelin too,
And Shockley, a lad of such shockingly shocks,
He could shock a shocking Jew.

That handsome blonde with the smile on his faceIs Spalding, who met a sad end;
While attempting
to dodge matrimonial
bliss,
Tried to Croker, his life to defend.

Here are illurrays two, the short and the tall,
And tt/iltiams, one for each sex;
And Evans, boy orator, he who saved Gaul
Without even losing his specs.

Here's Keating, the singer, and i\foberLy, too,
And a Gross of our most noted men;
But come on, you rubbernecks,
time's preciousno\\,We must finish this trip before ten.

The next one is jenki'l1s, who mastered the art
Of correctly dressing, until
A man from the East, who had collars to sell,
Took him there, where he poses still.
There's General Jaffee, of world fame, you know,
And Nunnink, our poet, who wrote
The famous Spangdoodle,
our popular song,
And now round his house has a moat.

Our

There's Me!lo;t's our pesky trustbuster's
house,
I reJoya that we haven't more
Of his ilk, to cause our dear rich people grief,
God bless 'em!
They're kind to the poor.
[snc s sorrv you folks have been Cramptol1 so tight
I hope you will suffer no ill;
You O'Donnell
five dollars, so cough up, you
rubes;
Co-ne across; I don't want:to kill.

trip is now over.
What? \Von't you get
out?
Take that, then, you big cOLIntry boob!
1111es sorry, but Soiorrs are reapers, you know;
\Ve can't waste Moore time with a rube.
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e

UNIO~

Qllunn ®ffirrrn
First

L. C.
V.

J.

Term

BROWNING

Second

. J.

..

DOHERTY.

GEORGE

"V. E.

F.

MCGOWAN

F.

C. G.

WAGNER

FINNEGAN

COLYER ..

HARRIETT

.

HENDRICKSON.

THOhIAS

D.

..

.

Terni

KIRBY

R. S. HARRINGTON
Roy V. NELSON ..

President
. Fvce-President
..... Secretary
Treasurer

.Critic-

TI ERRA FARROW ..
JAMES

NI.

-5!)-

PENDERGAST._

... Sergeant-at-A

rms-
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BALDWIN
D. BUNSEN-¢
A 6..
Rashes of intelligence at times.
GORDON
fense.

Shows
A. BUZARD-His

age is his dePATRTCK
CARR-Who
admits
that he is
Irish and a Dublin graduate.
Our brilliant
student.

·GILBERT
H. CLF:VlDENCE-And
still they
gazed and still the wonder grew that one smail
head could carryall
he knew; remember,
though, he works for John B. Pew.
JAiVIES D. COLYER-¢>
Second Term.
"Then
how he will talk."

A 6.; Class President,
he will talk, ye Gods!
VINCENT
J. DOHERTY-"An
Irishman may
be made much of, if he is caught young."
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P. E. ANTI-lONYAges.

The

Student

of the Dark

EDWARD
C. BECKER-Whosf'
tonsorial
needs are taken care of by t.he benevolence
of Hendrickson.

RALPH E. BENNETT-Who
mysteries

understands

the

of ivory.

PAUL E. BINDU~Y~<I>
A .6.; Chief of the
Glee Clllh's personnel-and,
strange to say,
some soloist as well.
THO.VIAS BRANDOM-A
and of good conscience.

very

gentle

beast

LINZA
C. BROWNING-Class
President,
First Term.
., 1--1esays it slow, but when 'tis
said, 'tis well said."
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P~RCY L. D\VINNELL--Electrician
by trade,
gentleman
by instinct,
and a worker
for
greater knowledge by ambition.
THOS.
F. FINNEGAN-Notice
the pompadour.
But he is a good student in spite of
the fact that he is inclined toward the opposite
sex.

CHAS. U. FLOTHO-Quiet

and unassuming,

but deep as a thinker.

W J L1.IAM

E. GREEN-His
voice is very
soft, gentle and low, an excellent (?) thing in
a quiz: class.
RAY:\10ND
S. HARRINGTON-Secretary,
Second Term.
"r.,llan delights him not-nor
woman, either."
DAVID HEARSH-With
too much quickness
ever to be taueb t ; with too much thinking to
have common thought.
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NO[~LE

E.

HENDR1CKSON-Wh('J}

talking oil stock, he is familiarizing
with the mysteries of bankruptcy.

II

not
himself

JESSE
jA_ViES-Always
late, therefore
the
reason for the late decisions on hypothetical
cases.

Hf\RR Y

]-I

ERROD-.'1

e

1>.

The Sage of

\Vomen.

JAMES R. HOLLAND-No;

he doesn't wear

wooden shoes.
GEO. H. KINNEY-Not
cial aspect.

mad;

just

his judi-

j\t]ISS HARRIETT
Recognized

-(j5-

P. KIRBY-K

pet of the class.

B P.

RALPH F. LANE-<I>
A fl.. Although a Lane
he is not narrow, but has broadened out upon
the road to learning.
R[~CE M. LANE-An
honest man's the noblest
work of God; this Lane's without a crooked
curve or turn.
CHAS. N. LATZ-<I> A fl.. No longer seeks
from law his daily bread, but others, hungry,
come to him. instead.

CALVIN A. l'vIAGEE-Armour's
"best."
Can
always spea k whether he says anything or not.
THOS. J. McCAFFREY-Always
gardless of the means.

gets by, reRALPH r. LANE-1>
A fl.. So good
we had to put him in twice.
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looking,

\

'rHOS.

F. J\t1cGEE-Like

lean and hungry
ledge.

look.

Cassius, he has a
He thirsts

for know-

PHIL D. MI.LLER-"What
say, seems
best."

wisest, virtuesr,

he wills to do or
discreetest

and

GEO. G. MOFFETT-<I:> A.1.
a rattle,

ROY V. NELSON-A
Treasurer
sured.

"Pleased with

tickled with a straw,"

banker of Kansas and

of the Class.

His success

GEO.

W.

is as-

O'DONNELL-Teaches

training- and is acquiring
Our first President.

mental

manual
training.

JOEL E. OSBORN-Was

especially good in

Domestic Relations and the reason
parent.
Benedict in June.
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I

IS

ap-

JOHN I-1. POLLOCK-Always
politics are not at issue.

at class, when
JAMES
PENDERGAST-Who
would leave
the room before leaving this back row.
RUSSELL 1-1. PRAY-(lJ
his mother's prayer.

GARFIELD
A. ROBERTS-"Jt
people who accomplish much,"

A Ll.

In answer to

is tranquil

LEE S. SEELIG-To
a conservative person he
is as welcome as limburger cheese to an Irishman, but he unquestionably
gets there.
SILVER B. SHORE-Though
Shore he be, yet
he is seldom caught" at sea."
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ROY 1.. SHUBI':RT-The
theatre
gence when the house is empty.

of intelli-

LLOYD H. STECKLING-Handsome
picture and a singer, too-t-enough

in his
said.

JOHN F. SULLIVAN-<!:>
A 6.. Our prodigal son returned.
A good old scout who enjoys the mysteries of evidence.

THO"\IIAS
C. SWANSON-"He
flatly what his mind is."

tells

you

JOI-IN ALDEN

TOWERS-!\JIarriage
is like
a charity
bazaar-the
admission
is vcrv
small but it will cost you all you've got
get alit.

to

LEO VOGAN-"He
'til trouble troubles

never
him."

troubles

trouble

CARL G. WAGNER-A
hard, steady worker.
The chief attribute
of a good lawyer.
THOMAS
A silent,

WATSON-Leavenworth's
pride.
sincere student in spite of this fact.
ERNEST
WJLSON-Our
Junior
Debater.
Will some day talk himself into or out of a
good home.

1Juntur Qtla.a.al8ull
ALLEY, VERTO R.
ANTHONY, PIlILlP EDMUND
AREGOOD, JOHN L..
ASCH~IAN, CHARLES O.
.
BANILAN, JUAN AGUIL.AN
BECKER, EDWARD c..
BENNErJ', RALPH E
BIGGS, JOHN OLIN
BINDLEY, PAUL ERSKINE..
BLAND, Jr., WILLIMl-I T.
BOWLES, EARL BEDIUCK
BRADY, Jr., CHARLES W
BRANDOM,Jr., THOMAS:M
BRAND0A1,CHARLES D.
BROWNING, LINZA c...
BUCHER, HENRY E
BUNSEN, BALDWIN D...
BUZARD, GORDON A...
BYRNE, THOMAS JAMES...
.
CALVIN, BYRON REID

.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, 1\10.
. Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Pila Laguna, P. 1.
Higginsville, Mo.
Kansas City, Kans.
Rocky Comfort, ~10.
.
Belleview, Ky.
Kansas City, Mo.
l ndependencev Mo.
Independence,
Mo.
Carrollton, Mo.
.. Gallatin, Mo.
. Craig, Mo.
.Leavenworth, Kans.
. Kansas City, ).10.
.
Gallatin, ~10.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.

CAREY, EUGENE JOSEPH
CARR, PATRICK...
CAMPBELL, DEWITT C
CASHEN, JOliN LAWRENCE..
CLEVEIDENCE, GILBERT H
COLYER, J-"'-MESD
DAY, GUY SEICEr..
DOHERTY, VINCENT J...
DWINNELL, PERCY L.
DYER, JAMES Et.ao
FARROW, MISS TIERA
FINIGAN, THOMAS HENRY
FLOTlIO, CHARLES ULRICH.
GILBERT, GEORGE HUBeRT..
GLYNN, Jr., JOHN J.
GRACE, ANDREW JAMES..
GREEN, WILLIAM EMERY..
GUINOTTE, WILL STAR/C..
HARRINGTON, RAYMOND 5...
HAZARD, LELAND W...
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:

Kansas City, Mo.
...Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
...Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, 110.
Merriam, Kans.
..
Lansing, Kans.
.Kansas City, Mo.
Marshall, Minn.
Kansas City, Kans.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Kans.
.Lehigh, Okla.
.Kansas City, 1\110.
Leavenworth,
Kans.
..Kansas City, 110.
.Winnipeg, Mo.
. ...Kansas City, Mo.
. ...Beloit, Kans.
..Kansas City, Mo.

.,

Hl';ARSH, DAVID
.jersey City, N. J,
I-lENOIUCK:SON,NOBLE 1':. .
Webb City, ),10.
HERRODj HARRY..
.. Kansas City, Kansas
HIGGINS., OTTO P
Hume, Mo.
HOLLAND, JAMES RAYMOND..
..
Kearney, Nl0.
KENNEY, THOMAS TURNBULL.
Kansas Cit)', 110.
KINNEY, GEORGE HERBERT ........ Kansas City, 110.
KIRHY, Mrss HARR[ET P..
Kansas City, Kansas
LAI-liNES, PAUL M..
..
Keystone, W. Va.
LANE, REeE MEREDlTl-l
Kansas City, Mo.
LANE, RALPH FIELDI:-.'G..
.
Kansas City, ),10.
LATZ, CHARLES Nicholas
Winimac, Ind.
LEEDY, HAROLD G..
..
Plattsburg,
),110.
LEVIN, iVloRRIS 11.
.
Kansas City, Kansas
MCCAFFREY, THO~'AS J"
Leavenworth,
Kansas
MCCART, CHARLES BRADY
Richmond, Mo.
MCGEE, THOMAS f..
.
Kansas City, Mo.
MCGOWAN, GEORGE FRANCIS Kansas City, Kansas
McGUIRE, JOHN t-\
Plainsville, Kansas
McNAJl.IARA, JA!I1ES J.
.
Kansas City, Kansas
MAGEE, CALVIN ARTHUR.. .
Kansas City, 1\10.
MARMADUKE, JA~'ES 1\11.
Ncvada.Xdo.
MAYER, DR. HARRY H.
..
Kansas City, Mo.
:\I[ILLER, PH[L DOWNEY.
.Kansas City, Kansas
MILLER, Roy SAIN..
........ St. Joseph, Mo.
1v[OFFETT, GEORGE GiI,llIiRT.
.i.Mobcrly, Mo.
l\i10NTGO~'ERY,HARRY ELMER
Princeton, Mo.

r\ ELSON, Roy VICTOR
Argentine, Kansas
O'DONNELL, GEORGE VVILLlfHI
Loganport, Ind.
ORR, CHARLES ANI));:RSON '
Vl t. Leonard, Mo.
OSBORN, JOEL EARL
Kansas City, Kansas
PARKER, fRANKLIN A..
.Kansas City, 1'10.
PEARCE, RAYMONO K
Beeler, Kansas
PENDERGAST, JAMES 11..
Kansas City, ),10.
POLLOCK, JOHN HENDERSON
Kansas City, .\10.
PRAY, RUSSEI,L H..
..
Kansas City, 1\10.
RID,ER, NELSON \VILLARD"
Independence,
Mo.
ROBERTS, GARFIELD A..
..
Olathe, Kansas
ROGERS, JOSEPH AUSTtN.
. .San Antonio, Texas
SEELIG, LEE S[1\lANT
Kansas City, Mo.
SHEEHAN, THO~'AS J. ,
Kansas City, 1\'10.
SHORE, SILVRE BUCKLAND
Kansas City, Kansas
SHUBERT, Roy LORN..
..
Kansas City, 1Vl0.
SIEBENTI-lALER, GEORGE H.
.. Merriam, Kansas
STECKLlNG, LLOYD H.
.
Kansas City, 1\'[0.
STROTHER, DUVAL P
Kansas City, Mo.
SULLIVAN, JOHN fRANCIS.
Kansas City, Kansas
THm.!AS, GLWEN A
Kansas City, Kansas
TOWERS, JOHN ALDeN
Kansas City, Mo.
VOGAN, LEE.
..
Kansas City, Mo.
WAGNER, CARL GEORGIL
lvondale. "V. Va.
\VALK:ER, CARLISLE.
Kansas City, Kansas
VVATSON,THO"IAS
Leavenworth,
Kansas
WILSON, ER~ES"J..
Clinton, Mo.
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/~~

, ~D~

FRESHMEN
QIlmHi®ffirrrs

First Ter1//.
E. I-I.
W. K.

M,CHAEL.

ANNA

CAMPBELL.

Second Term
.\V. K.
..N. B.

SWEGMAl'\

E. B. SAUNDERS
C ]. MEn
H. D. TAYLOR

..

l\![ICHAEl.

...

. .. ANNA

CAMPBELL

..... E. H.

SWEGMAN

E. F. PIERSON
.C H. CLARKE ..
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..... President
..l/ ice- President

BOULWARE
..

Secretary
Treasurer
....Critic
Sergeant-at-Arms
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1l1rr!iQwtttt QIltt!i!i mull
HART, JR.,

.Btrasburg, ),10.
.Kansas City, 1\110.
AUSTIN,
ROBERT H£RNOON.
.
Kansas City, Mo.
U,AKER, CLARK SEARS..
.
Kansas City, .1',110.
BALL, DAVID LEE..
.
Kansas City, Mo.
BARKER,
EDWARD
ALBERT
Kansas City, Kans.
BARKER,
ROGER LEE.
.
Kansas City, Kans.
BARNES, JOHN PAL UlAN
.. Kansas
City, Mo.
BARBER,
ALDEN IVIARK
Minden Mines, 11,'10.
BENHAM, \VILLIA~j
HARRY
Kansas City, Mo.
BINDERIlII,
GEORGE
FREDERICK
Galena, Kans.
BLAKE,
JOHN HENRY
.. Kansas City, :1,110.
BOSCHERT, LEE IvlARK
Kansas City, 110.
BOULWARe,
NOEL BROOKS
Kansas Cit.y, 1/10.

!\LDRWGE,

JMIES

BRODIE,

FRANCES

BRUNNER,
BUTLIN,

RODNEY

• CMIPllELL,
CANNON,
CLARK,

DEWEY

HENRy

REUBEN

CONKLIN,

ROBERT

ViRGIL......

ERNEST

DALINE,

BERNARD

DEHONEY,

.

CRAVE:-fS
JULIUS..

DILLARD,
DORANGE,
DODSON,
DONOHUE,

KARL ESTERLY.

JONES,

GARLAND..

KARDELL,

. Berlin,

Hope,

CHET ALVAH.

.

Kansas

City,

~10.

LATSHAW,

Mo.

LEAVY,

BROUGHTON

DONALD HERBERT

Rosedale,

Kans.

LINDENBAUER,

Garnet,

Kans.

LEFFLER,

City,

Kansas

City,

Kansas

LEROY

1\110.

LONG, GEORGE

:.vIa.

LUKENS,

.. Kansas

City,

Mo.

1\1cBRIDE,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

TRll'.lBLE

Kansas

FAYETTE ..

?vTcFADOE:-J, Mas.

ALlCE

),11CGLYNN, THOMAS
M.cHALE,

Kansas
.

PATRICK ....

City,

Kans.

MARTIN,

Mo.

lIv1ARTlN, JAMES

Kansas

City,

).10.

~1EDILL,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

MERTEL,

Mo.

METZ,

Mo.

.MICHAEL,

.

Kansas

.Rosedale,

BERNARD

.. Kansas

ROBERT..

.

JAMES JOHN

GOULD,

HOWARD

KENNEDY

.MILTON

ASHER

RUTLEDGE

c...

City,
City,

Kans.
Mo.

.

Mo.

..

Kansas

City,

Mo.

HUGH

MURPHY,

City,

Mo.

iv1uRPHY,

City

Mo.

NEELY,

City,

Mo.

NOAKES,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

NUMER,

.

qAVID
.MRS. MAGDALEN
HUGH

Karis

Me.

City,

. Kansas

City,

1\110.

Kansas

City,

1-,10.

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Kansas

City,

1'10.

Kansas

City,

),10.

Kansas

City,

Mo.

..Aurora,
.

PAUL NOAH..

.

DON WORDEN..
GAINS..

Kans.

City,

Kansas

ARTHUR THOMAS..

JESSE

Mo.
Mo.

R<\GEST,

JAMES SAMUEL..

NISWANDER,

Kansas

Kansas

HUGH

JOSEPH

City,

Leavenworth,

KIRK..

W.

Middletown,
Kansas

FREDEIUCK

\VILLIMI

MILLER,
. IvluNSON,

.

CONRAD

),{ORANTZ,
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City,

\VILLlAI\II-IAROLD

ROBERT

Kansas

Kans.

Kansas

ELBERT

MILLER,

Kansas

Lawrence,

WINFIELD

H.

Kans.

Mansfield, Mo.
Leavenworth,
Kans.
.Kansas City, Mo.

ROBERT

GILLIS,

City,

FRANCES

JOHN PERL..

JR.,

Kans.
Kans.

1\110.

.Kaneas City,

1'10.

City,

City,

RYTIlERFORD

110.

City,

Gardner,

City,

ROBERT

City,

Kansas

Kansas

France

Mo.

.Argent ine, Kans.

FELIX..

FRANK..
HENRY

Mo.
Kans.

OWEN ... Kansas

Kansas

.. Fangeres,

City,

Leavenworth,

).t{CFADOEN,CHARLESALPHONSES,

'Mo.

1110.
Kans.

.Kansas City,

OLIVI;R

1-1CGRATH,

),10.
110.

City,

Lyndon,

fRED..

!\10.

Mo.
Kans .

City,

Kansas

SHEPHERD

Warrensburg,
. ..... Mcberlv,

O.
Mo.

J ndependence,

LESTER

LESTER

Kansas

.Kansas City,

GEORGE..

\VILLIAM

Mo.
Kans.

Mansfield,

KARL \VALTER
ALFRED

),10.

Germany

.Kansas City,

JOSEPH..

JOHN LY:-<N

fRED

Kans.

.Clinton,

JERRY

KETCHERSID,
KILIAN,

Chanute,

ERICH HERl'.li\N..

KESSLER,
KEYES,

.

LEE..

JESSE

HALLIBURTON,

JONES,

LANDIS,

rvlARSHALL ARNOLD, Kansas

LESLIE

110.

ROBER"I

WENTWORTH

WILLIAM

GEORGE

City,

E~IMETT

.:vIANDEL, SAMPSON..

CARL \VILLIAM..

HALBE,

Mo.

Kansas

JOHNSON,

J. WALTER

~10.

EDMUND M..

HAIRE,

City,

JR.,

City,

FIELD,

GOLDSTANDT,

Mo.

Kansas

JA:'IES,

Kansas

LAWRENCE

GASKELL,

City,

.MAYER

BERNARD JOSEPI-J.. .. Kansas

ESTES,

FOGARTY,

Mo.

Kansas

ELIJAH

MICHAEL

JOHN JOSEPH..

FREDERICKS,

),tIo.

City,

JVlcNELLIS,

EDWARD JOHN

FINCICE,

City,

Kansas

McKENNA,

JOHN ROBERT

EISEMAN,

Mo.

Mo.

BYRON

EDLUND,

1-110.

City,

City,

BRUCE

LOWELL

City,

Kansas

. .. Kansas

KISSACK,

Lexington,

Kansas

LEE R..

1\110.

Kans.

Kans.

DONALD

1\110.

City,

fRANKLIN

El'.lOR'

Mo.

City,

Eudoro,

HUNT,
JACOBS,

o

Kansas

HURD,

Mo.

1\110.

HAROLD

Kansas

LoUIS VICTORADOLPH,
JR.,

JOHN

JOHN

:~v10.

Rosedale,
.

HUNT,

City,

Kansas

JAl'.1ES LEE..

HUDSON,

City,

Independence,

THOMAS EDI\10ND.

JOSEPH

JOHN WALTER

. Kansas

Allendale,

SAM JAMES..

DUSKY,

HILL,

.. Kansas

JOHN FRAZIER

CHARLES

CLEETON,

GALVIN,

).1AY..

JAMES PATRICK
JR.,

City,

. .... Joplin,

MISS ANNA ).1ABEL

CARTER,

CROW,

Kansas

CLARENCE

LOUISE

CARR, GEORGE

DYER,

ROCERS

SYLVAN" N..

'\. BYERS, MISS

COHN,

EWING..

JAMES HERBERT.

ANDERSON,

.
.

Paris,

IlL
Mo.

Kansas

City,

~10.

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Fr. Scott,

Kans.

JJ1r!,gl1man <!lIag5
O'.:--JEIL,

EDWARD

OSBORN,

FLOYD

PARSONS,

DR.

FRANKLIN..

T. B. R

PETERS,
PIERSON,

EUlER

fRA:"IK,.

VVILLlA~l

DOUGLASS

PITTS, Y. A.
STURGES,

ENOCH BENJAMIN

S\VEG~IAN,

EUGENE

SWEHIAN,

JAY

SU~lMERS,

ROSCOE

STRATFORD,

SWARTZ,RoBERT

TAYLOR,

HENRY

RICHARD..
COXKLlNG

H.AnlOND

HARVEY

ARTHUR

Mxi.cou.
DAVID

Kansas City, :\110.
Kansas City, Kans.
.Kansas CIty, Me.
.
Kansas City, ),10.
Kansas City, Mo.
. .. Kansas
City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, :\110.
.l odepcndence, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
.Kansas Cit}" ::\'[0.
Harrisonville,
.VIo.
Uxbridge, Mass.
Kansas City, Kans.
Kansas City, Mo.

. .....

JA~lES HENRY..

PARKER,

PRICE,

HOLLY.
VICTOR..

.
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1Rull-QIlIutiUUl'll

Kansas City, Kans.
... Parkville,
Mo.
TORREY.
ALDEN
H,UIlLTON
. Kansas
City, Kans.
VENN, \VILLIMI
STEWART..
Kansas City, Mo.
WALLACE,
GEORGE
SCOTT
Warrensburg,
Mo.
WALTERS,
ESKEL OLIVER..
.
Kansas City, Mo.
WALTNER,
!VlARIONDILLON.
. .. Kansas
City, Mo.
WAITE,
OLIVER
LEWIS..
.Kansas City, Mo.
WENSEL,
Mrss
),IIAY .'\NETTA
Kansas City,.\tlo.
\VEST,
HARRIS
WILl'0RP
Howard, Kans.
\VET;':EL., EUGENE
GEORGE
Kansas City, Mo.
\VILLIAMS,
BENJAI\llN
HEi\'RY
.Red Cloud, ~ebr.
\¥EBB, PAUL G..
..
Kansas City, 1\110.
ZINN. DEVERE JMIES.
..
Denison, Kans.
ZlhlI\IERII,r.N,
JOI'IN PHILLIP
.Kansas City. Mo.
'TELLC/0HN,
TRELKELD,

EDWIN

GEORGE

HENRy

AI.E~:ANDER

JAIVIES

E. ALDRIDGI::-Anl-:ruditescholar.
PAUL J. ARNOLD-Not
called upon.

much to say~until

R.

JOHN T. BARNES
him "Johnny."

A81>~The

IIERNDON
deep.

,\\jSTl:.J"-Still

rivers

run

girls all call

JOHN H. BLAKI-:-He's
call for his grade.

never

asha-ned

to

NOEL B. BOUL\VARE:~Of
the
insurgent
firm of Leavy, Boulware and Estes.
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eHAS. W. BRODY

1>A.0.-Mcmber
of Junior
class inserted with Freshmen
group through
error.
Please excuse.

SYLVAN N. BRUNNER-"Generally
ing, an excellent
ing."

scholar

and

speak-

generally

speak-

MISS LOUISE M. BYERS-Takes
the lectures

MISS ANNA :~v.l. CAylPBELL-l-[er
is only exceeded

in shorthand.

Little,

down all
but Oh My!

learning

by her graciousness.

GEORGE D. CARR-No,

kind friend,

this

is not the "sleeping Carr."

VIRGIL
Efficient
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CONKLIN
in both.

<l>A.0.-Lawycr

or soldier.

..

JAMES 1. DILLARD-"l

didn't

raise my

boy to be a soldier."

JOHN R. EDLUND

<I'A6.-0h Johnny, how

we miss you.

ED1\tlUND M. FiELD-field-Marshall
most successful

J.

JOHN GILLIS-One
and a political genius.

of our

city

is the

LEE R. HUNT-vVhcrc,
Oh where
little girl gone?
Ask that senior.
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a

fathers,

H. C. HALLlBURTON-Jf
knowledge
key to success, he has the key.

__

of

banquet.

_

has

my

I

WALTER
J. JA!'dES, JR-"A 'good dance'?
Why, there ain"t no such ani mule."
CHET A. KEYES-The
smile of congeniality
and the brain of a diplomat.
FRED G. LANDIS-Knows
and says what he knows.

W1LLJAJ'vl I.. LEAVY-A
the home rule do r trine.

strong

advocate

what

he

says

of

LESTER
L. LlNDENBALJER-Can
Yankee Doodle in any key.

whistle

LESLiE W. HALBE-8ur
E Pluribus Unum.
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honorable

judpe.

I

I

SAMPSON l'vlAKDEL-A
ment-e-when

case of good iudgit comes to the ladies.
ROBERT
stone.

F. i\tIERTE:r.-A

wizard

on Black-

1t[RS. Cl-rAS. A. i'vlcFADDEN-An
ty on Domestic
Servant.

MICHAEL

F.

relations

authoriand Master and

McNELLIS-"Blackstone,

Kent, Cooley mid Jlutton-j

know 'em all."

Cl-lET A. KEYES-Inserted
quest of Mrs. Lottie Skinner.
good-looking.

twice at the reShe thinks he's

CONRAD
METZ,
JR.-An authority on fraud
"Now listen,' every tiring ain't }'U_fl. right here."

\VILL1A~'vrK. lVnCHAE:L-Our
Ioee the ladies."
cents?

Who

paid

President,
"I
the aixtv-five

ELMER
F. PJERSON-":/l1d
Ford, it rambled right along."

tire little

old

W11,LIA.V[ B. PRICE-G.:mc,

but

not

for-

the

Debating

gotten.

t,.~;:;::~::;'~;:;;;;;j§tilf;':'~~o;;;;:~
c.,,,',.;:~";;-',""",~;,s,,,,".,,~
A. STANLEY

ROGERS-Ready

to

debate

any time.

GuY W. RUNION-Commonly
Constitutional

known

as

Runion.

EGBERT
Team,
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B. SANDERS-On
a nd proud of it.

CHARLES
B. SCf\LES-Hasa
him that we like.

"weigh"

about

JOHN FRANK.
like Shumway.
ingales.

SHU.~vlWl\Y-Some
way, we
One of the Glee Club Night-

l\lRS. LOT'TJE
SKINNER-Sweeter-than
apple when the apple's in the pie.

the

:L\lRS. j\ITARY MAY S:"1ITH-Harvey
says
he's sorry that she's not with us any more.
WILLIAM
R. STANLEY-Has
helm mustache.
Co to it.

almost a Wil-

EUGENE: R. SWEGMAN-"Now,
l.eacv. you can't lad 'lltl"."

-8:1-

look hut',

HARVEY D. TAYLOR-They
say he grew
that "tache" in a week. It can't be did.

WJ\II. STEWART

VENN-Also

known as

modest \Villiam.

HARRIS WILFORD WEST-The
wise men
came from the East-but
not Harris.

BEN H. WILLIAMS-Can
on that, Judge.

you cite me a case

(
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"REQUIESCAI "" IN PACE"
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7\thletic5
'

J pass from this section of our book with but the dismal comment

of
the foregoing page, would be a sad and unjust commentary
upon this
most interesting phase of scholastic life. Lest those who peruse these

II
"

pages

are led to believe

that

athletics

met disastrous

fate

at the hands

be it known that he once lived among us and flourished.
The
giant, satiated by the spoils of his many victories, has been laid reverently
to rest,
to rise again when there are new fields to conquer.
Time was when the students of the several seminaries of learning in Kansas
City were wont to flaunt before us the declaration
of their supremacy in physical
prowess.
They will not soon forget the stinging defeat administered
to .them by
the Law. The final verdict was reached in 1915 and judgment rendered in favor
of the Lawyers, from which said judgment no appeal' has ever been taken nor even
so much as a motion for a new trial.
The Lawyers, being nocturnal in their habits, were never able nor did they
attempt to compete in football, baseball or any of those activities, which, from
their very nature must be prosecuted between suns; but in the limelight of the
basketball court, their pre-eminence is undisputed.
The following calendar is hereby submitted as evidence, corresponding to the
allegations of the petition and confined to the point in issue. These victories are
also cumulative.
Corroborative
evidence, tending to strengthen and confirm the
pleadings, will be found on the following page,
w. K. STEWART, '17,
of the Lawyers,

,,

•

,,

191

5

The games played and the scores were as follows:
Dec.
Dec.

Jan.
"Tan.

Jan.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

ll-Lawyers
16-Lawyers.
8- La wyers.
IS-Lawvers..
22-LawYers.
29-La wyers
.I-La wyers.
12-0steopaths
17-Lawyers
26-Lawyers.

16
16
4+
25
60
28
21
forfeited game to Lawyers.
14
33
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Vets
Western Dentals ..
Osteopaths.

K. C. University ..
Central Business College ..

13

15
10

5

Dentists ..

5
19
17

K. C. University.
Central Business College

16
21

Vets.

•

DEiBAT&
LOUIS

J.

President

GOESSY

..... J7 ice-President

RAYMOND HOLLAND ..

RORERT

\V. E.

\VILLIAM
ERNEST

S.

..Secretary
. Treasurer
Senior Critic
.-Junior Critic

GILFILLAN ..

HENDRICKSON.

E.

CRAMrTON.

VVILSON.
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IDq~m~hattug Q11uh
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HTLE the trend of modern civilization has been toward expressing one's
,
~ thoughts al~d ideas ,111 wntmg, rather tha.11 in open and oral d~ba\e, the
- - art of public speaking has not lost one Iota of the value which It formerly held as an asset in the education of men. Men of learning and
culture of this day have been prone to rninmize eloquence as an accomplishment
unnecessary, and we arc often confronted with the statement that strong emotional
expressions may well be consigned to the "Lost Arts."
But it may be said with
all earnestness that as long as the human heart responds to human emotions just so
long will men continue to be swayed and led by the eloquence of their fellow-men.
Lawyers, who through their eloquent speeches are able to influence the minds
of the jurors and the courts, often gain the verdict even against the learning and
wisdom of the less forceful speaker.
There is much truth in the statement that "it
is not so much what one says as the manner in which he says it."
Four years ago the students of the Kansas City School of Law, realizing the
necessity of proficiency in argument before entering upon the practice of their
chosen profession, organized a summer debating club. Through their persevering
efforts the club was placed upon a solid foundation and the results and accomplishments passed on to their successors.
One cannot go on without saying that the club of 1915 was most fortunate
in having for its president one of the best organizers and most accomplished gentlemen who has ever passed through the Kansas City School of Law during the
twenty-two years of its history, Mr. Rubey Hulen.
It was through the earnest
efforts of this one man that the club has progressed through the last two years of
its history with great success.
Led on by the inspiration given by their predecessors the members of the
club of 1916 took up their task and tried to continue the excellent work commenced
by the former classes.
The success attained was not due to the efforts of anyone man but by and
through the hearty co-operation of the entire faculty and student body of the
school.
May I add, much praise must be given to the members of the faculty
for their generous support of the club, not only in a financial way but through
their contributions
to the success of the programs.
We were favored, much to our delight, with the presence of the feminine
members of the school. Their beauty, charm and modesty gave tone and poise
to the surroundings and frequently were the restraining influence to stronger expressions that might otherwise have been used during the periods when the atmosphere that compassed us was somewhat heated.
By the consent and most earnest support of the faculty the club was able to
organize a Law School Debating Team to represent us against the universities of
this vicinity during the school year.
We were fortunate in finding representatives
for our team who are men of learning, culture and refinement, and who always

keep in mind that much strength is gained by self-possession and pose. We can
look forward with much confidence to the results of the coming debates knowing
that whatever may be the outcome, our boys will carry our banner with honor to
themselves and to the school.
The class of 1917 passes on into the battle of life feeling confident that the succeeding class will continue the good work which we have attempted.
Some of
us, in the nature of things, may fall by the wayside; others will go on to eminence
and renown but all will go on bearing the influence of our splendid training gained
through the untiring efforts of the faculty to whom we owe a debt of gratitude,
and none will forget that he is a man.
Our only hope is that something has been
accomplished;
something done that will be an inspiration and a guide to classes
that are to follow. Men may pass away but institutions live on.
-Lonis
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N. Coessy '17
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HE year 1916-17 saw the return of Debating to the Kansas City Schoo!
of Law. In the early part of October a few of those interested in de-

.

;,.

.

bating

called

a meeting

in the

Senior

room

[or the

purpose

of testing

the attitude
of the student
body toward a school team.
The attendance
was greater
than even the most ardent
supporters
contemplated
and the result
was a resolution
providing
for a school team and the election of a committee.
This

committee

undertook
a team

was not charged

was almost impossible.

for three

years,

to arrange

with

an easy

task,

To install debating
for the

selection

but instead

the work

they

in a school that had not had
of a team,

to secure

debates

with other schools, and above all to rally the student body to the supportof a team
was a task that might receive the insane indorsement of a freshmen, but would
hardly receive the sanction of the cool judgment of a senior; however, the men who
had started the work were not to be daunted by circumstances and consequently
in due time a try-out was held and a team selected.
At the invitation of the faculty, Mr. Holmes, principal of Central High School,
Professor VV. A. Lewis of the Polytechnic
Institute,
and our own Jack Hutton
were charged with the selection of the team.
About eighteen students tried out
and at the end of a three hour's try-out the judges announced their opinion.
Evans of the senior class, Wilson of the junior class, and Sanders of the freshman
class were declared members of the debating
team of the Kansas City School of
Law for the year 1916-17.
We now had a team but as yet no debates.
Through the assistance of Dean
Ellison, the school sent letters to twelve of the Colleges of Missouri and Kansas
asking for debates for the present year.
The result was disappointing as only one
had an open date, but, nevertheless, each one expressed a desire for a debate for
the ensuing year.
Baker University of Baldwin, Kansas, was the school that accepted our challenge. Of the subjects submitted, Baker chose ".l\Jlinimum Wage," giving us the
affirmative side. The result of our connection with this University was entirely
satisfactory both to our faculty and the members of our team, all expressing the
hope that we shall have the pleasure of another debate next year.
As the date of the Baker "skirmish" was not set until April 14th, the faculty
and members of our team, wishing to take advantage of all preparedness methods
available, arranged a joint debate with Kansas City University upon the same
subject.
Sanders of the Freshman class, together with lmes of the Senior class
composed the affirmative team.
Evans of the Senior class and Wilson of the J unior class made up our negative team and journeyed to the University.
The opinion
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of the judges seemed to lean towards the affirmative as both teams won by unaminous decisions.
For next year our faculty has hopes of a larger number of students participating in this very necessary training to a lawyer.
Nothing is more of an aid La a
student of the law than the ability to debate.
His success in this line will probably
be the measure of his success in actual practice.
Recognizing the handicap of a late start this year, the faculty is gOLng to arrange our debates for the ensuing year during the summer.
It is their desire to
have four joint debates with leading colleges of Missouri and Kansas, thus making
it necessary for us to have an affirmative and a negative team.
A try-out will be
held early in October and Dean Ellison will be disappointed if a large number do
not participate.
It will be your chance of gaining cxperience,-experience
that
will probably bear fruit in some exigency whereby you may be able to turn the
tide of an important case in your favor.
-E. D. Wilson'18
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TO WO/IK

IC

01'11U£BAT

EXCUSE.D

C.

TOI'UG"I1T?

Mit TOnG,

PERSONNEL

Director

FRANK H. CHAFFEE..

I~

FIRST TENOR

Ralph Benue tt
Robert M. X'lur tay

Harry
Jesse

Herrod
Gains

Numer

Edward J. Keating
E. H. Sanders

SECOND TENOR

L. R. Hunt
Harry E. Montgomery
Lloyd Steckling

R. L. Gilfillan
Arthur T. Murphy

("
William Luethy
D. W. Noakes
Guy Runion

FIRST BASS

Edward

I. Becker

Thomas

H. Finigan

T. J. McCaffrey
James

Paul E. Hindley
John J. Gillis
\Villiam Michael

Edward Eisenman
Lester Lindebauer
Edward H. O'Neil
Harvey

Parsons

Taylor

SECOND BASS
R. Herndon

Austin

J. F. Shumway

Guy Day
John Hill

E. T. Pierson
Chester

Keyes

HONORARY NIEMBERS
Oliver

H. Dean

Leonore Simpson
Alice Smart

Edward
Hazel
Annette

D. Ellison
Baldwin
Moore

Elmer N. Powell
Gertrude

\Villiams

Josephine

Simpson

I

I'
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The Glee Club of the Kansas City School of Law was organized
7,1917, and the following officers were elected:

EDWARD
EDWARD
HARRY

J.

FRAN

CONRAD

C. BECKER ..
O'NEIL
....
E. l\10NTGOJl.lERY
K

SHIlMWA

METZ,

January

, .President
f/ ice- President
..

Y ..

.

JR ...

....~~ecretary
...1reasurer
Business Manager

Professor Frank E. Chaffee was selected for instructor of the club. Through
the assistance of Mr. Oliver H. Dean, President of the School, music was secured,
the first number being the "Stein Song."
The Club made its debut at the home of NIl'. Dean, February 4,1917, where
the greatest hospitality was shown the members of the club who arc very grateful
to Mr. Dean for the many courtesies he has shown them, especially in opening his
home for them for practice every Sunday.
Great credit is due Mr. Dean as it
was through his efforts the School was enabled to have a Glee Club.
The first public appearance was made at the Wasb ington Birthday. Banquet.
Several songs were rendered which added much to the enjoyment of the evening.
The most successful and pleasing entertainment
so far this year was given at
the home of Mr. Dean on the evening of March 25th. The program was varied
by piano solos, readings and vocal solos. Mr. Ladd gave a short talk on the advantages to be derived from membership in the Club and Mr. Pollock of the Junior
Class added to the jollity of the occasion by applying excerpts from the songs to
members of the Club.
1\1Ir. Dean had invited many guests to the musical and they
seemed to enjoy it very much judging from their demonstrations.
It remained
for Mr. Runion to crown the event by the presentation of the Glee Club's picture
to Mr. Dean.
.
The evening of the debate with Baker University, the Club again rendered
several numbers, which added very much to an otherwise enjoyable evening.
Several encores were given, which bears testimony to the fact that all enjoyed hearing
the songs.
If the past is a criterion, the success of the Glee Club is assured.
A business
manager has been elected, and a concert tour is contemplated
for the summer.
Some arrangements
have already been made, dates have been set and we only
await the arrival of the time to show the folks of the neighboring country the talent
of the Glee Club of the Kansas City School of Law.
The girls have been elected horiorary members and it was in part through
them that we were spurred on to greater efforts by their attendance
upon us at
our various meetings at NIr. Dean's.
By guiding us in the future as they have
inspired us in the past, we will reach the mountain top of success and our achievements will be due to them, to Professor Chaffee and to Mr. Dean.
-Thomas
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N. Finigan '18
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J4i A1p4a l1Mta
Flown·-Red

Carnation

Colors-Purple

CHAPTER
Benton
Blackstone..
Brewer
Calhoun.
Campbell..
Capen
Chase
Clay.
Cortiss..
Dunbar
Fuller...
Garland
Green
Gunter
Hamlin
Hammond..
Hay

.

HONORARY
O. H. Dean

ROLL
Holmes
Hughes..
Jefferson
Kent..
Lawson
Magruder
Marshall.
Rapallo
Reese
Ross..
Ryan.
Staples
Story..
Taft..
Temple
Webster
Williams..

Kansas City School of Law
. .Cbicago Kent College of Law
.John B. Stetson University
Yale University
.University of Michigan
lllinois Wesleyan University
Cincinn~ti Law Scho~l
University of Kentucky
.
University of North Dakota
University of Washington
Northwestern
University
_
University of Arkansas
University of Kansas
University of Colorado
University of Maine
University of Iowa
Western Reserve University

Sanford B. Ladd
M. Johnson

Thos.

Alwes, Henry C.
Barber, Lloyd E.

Bindley, Paul
Brady, Chas. W.
Brandon, Chas. D.
Brodie, Francis
Bunson, Baldwin D.

J.

Sheehorn

IN FACULTATE
S. O. Hargus
John B. Pew

FRATRES

Crowl, Leon W.
Dyer, James

.

MEMBERS

Wm. P. Borland
John B. Gage

Colyer, J. D.
Conkling, Virgil

Stanford, Jr., University
pen:rer
Unir\~er~i~y
University of \ irgmta
University of Idaho
University of Missouri
University of Illinios
University of Chicago
New York University
University of Nebraska
. .. University of South California
.University of Wisconsin
Washington
and Lee University
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Colors~Turquoise

Fiower- Yellow Rose

Blue and Gold

Open Motto- "There is a woman at the head of all great things."
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University of California
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BALDWIN,

TILLIE
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.

Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
.Wa shiugto», D. C.
..Chicago, Ill.
..Chiacgo, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
...Austin, Texas
...Fresno, Cal.
.....Kansas City, Mo.

IN PRAESENTI
.... Dean
Chancellor
....Registrar
....Marshal and Associate Dean
.

Harriett Kuby
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INE years ago, a small grou p of girls, students in the Chicago-Kent
College
~ of Law, realizing the necessity of a tie to bind them together after leaving
."
school when their small number would be scattered over the country,
organized
the K. B. Il. Legal Sorority.
Various chapters have been installed
since in law schools admitting
women.
Growth has been slow on account
of the fact that often it is impossible to find a nucleus of four women in the same
school. This number is a requisite precedent to the formation of a chapter and to make
it more difficult, the necessary four mu s t be in the second and third scholastic year.
There are now only four girls in the Kansas City School of Law in the junior and
senior classes.
Some three Or four years ago the girls, then students of our school,
petitioned the K. B. II. for a chapter and were refused because a night school was
not eligible.
However, at the beginning of the school year one "of our members
received a letter from the Grand Dean which contained an intimation that a petition from our school would be accepted.
This proved to be a result of the boosting Mr. Bret Robertson, '16, now attending Northwestern
University,
is giving
the K. C. S. of L. Upon receiving the consent of the faculty, we informed Miss
Isabel Samuels of Northwestern
University, Grand Dean, that the stage was set.
She came down New Year's day and the following day presided over the installation ceremonies which were held at the Muehlebach.
Now we are looking for a
place to hang our charter and to call "home, sweet home."
"

-Leonore

-JO~-

Simpson '17
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HE early fall of nineteen sixteen marked the advent of a new and unusually successful organization
hitherto unknown to either Kansas City
/"
School of Law or any other like institution in the United States.
Of all
original ideas that spring from the brains of embryonic
lawyers,
the one
promoted by several members of the Freshman class early last October seems to
be the strongest contender for the Victor's Prize.
The study of the law is always uppermost in the hearts and minds of all young
men and women attending the Kansas City School of Law, but how to study
scientifically, to get the most out of the shortest period of study and at the same
time to have one's interest aroused to the fullest extent, has always been the problem confronting each one. Today this problem has been solved.
The credit for
this distinctive feat and the advantage derived therefrom belong entirely to the
organizers of the most progressive Legal Society in the middle west-the
Legal
Porntasks.
Although the life of the Legal Pornt asks is yet .very young nevertheless it has
been very eventful;
the brief existence filled with enthusiasm and many hours
of labor rewarded by great accomplishments,
warrants one of the most successful
futures that any similar organization has ever known.
Starting with a membership of four the Pomtas ks now has a roster of seventeen with permanent commodious quarters on the fifth floor of the New York
Life Building where a very complete library of text-books and reports has been
provided.
The membership of this organization
has reached its working limit. The
fact that no new members will be elected until a vacancy occurs assures a long life
and continued efficiency to the Legal Pomtasks.
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HE record in the most momentous case in the history of all jurisprudence
to which the judicial mind must turn for the facts of the case consists
of the narrative in the four Gospels and of certain closely related facts
"
drawn from secular history.
While it is true there is no authentic history,
apart from the Gospels, which deals originally and authoritatively
with the trial
and crucifixion of Jesus, there are pertinent historical facts and circumstances
which must be accorded their proper weight in ascertaining the motives of the actors in the world's greatest judicial tragedy and the true meaning of events which
are found obscurely recounted in the gospel narrative.
Four separate judicial trials or hearings followed the arrest of Jesus in Gethsemane.
First a trial before the Sanhedrin which resulted in the conviction of
the accused for blasphemy, an offense punishable by death in the criminal jurisprudence of the Jews.
But the Sanhedrin, as the highest court of the Jews, had
been deprived by the Romans of jurisdiction in Capital Cases and being unable
lawfully to execute the sentence of death pronounced by the Court, its officers
with the accusers and accused proceeded to the Court of the Roman Procurator,
presided over by Pontius Pilate, the Procurator or personal agent and rep resen tative of the Emperor Tiberius and the prosecuting officers announced to the Court
the conviction and sentence of the accused in the Sanhedrin and under a plea of
res adjudicata argued that the Roman tribunal sould accept the adjudication
as
final and pronounce and execute sentence accordingly.
"What accusation bring
ye against this man?" demanded Pilate, and when the accusers impertinently
answered, "If he were not a malefactor we would not have delivered him up unto
thee," Pilate contemptuously
retorted, "Take you him and judge him according
to your law." The meaning of this colloquy as shown by the context was that
the plea of res adjudicata was overruled and the accusers were compelled to abandon the charge of blasphemy of which offense the Roman law would not take
cognizance and to charge some crime under the latter law. The accusers therefore
formally charged the accused with there separate and distinct offenses against
the Roman laws, i.e., first, inciting the people of Jerusalem to sedition against
Rome; second, inciting them to refuse payments of the Roman tribute, and third,
high treason against the emperor Tiber-ius in the alleged claim of the accused that
he was the King of the Jews. The first charge was obviously false since the
people of Jerusalem were not in rebellion against Rome nor seditious, but were
clamoring for the life of the accused whom they were brazenly charging with sedition.
The Court ignored that charge and gave but little heed to the second
accusation of inciting the people to withhold payment of the Roman tribute.
But Pilate as Chief Justice of the Court closely inquired into the merits of the
accusation of treason and Jesus vigorously and successful1y defended himself
against the accusation.
The initial contention of Jesus was for a fair and impartial trial according to the principles and forms of Roman law and in the colloquy between the Judge and the accused we behold the scene, not of an encounter
between a superior and inferior, but between the two greatest exponents of opposite ideals meeting upon the highest level of the thought and conscience of the
age. In answer to the challenge of the accused for a formal trial Pilate, calling
attention to the fact that both he and tribunal over which he presided were Roman,
held, in substance, that since the entire body of the subject community was in
accord in the accusation and demand for the punishment of the accused, one of

O
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its members, that fact of itself was sufficient to put the accused upon his defense.
Jesus accepted this ruling and interposed a defense in the nature of a plea of confession and avoidance.
He explained his alleged claim of Kingship as not having
been made in derogation of the sovereignty of the Emperor, but as being purely
a figure of speech so far as political considerations were concerned.
"Ivly Kingdom
is not of this world," he replied, "to this end was I born and for this cause came
I into the world, that I should bear witness unto the truth."
Becoming convinced that he was dealing with a religious enthusiast and not a political agitator,
the Court pronounced judgment of acquittal and Pilate formally announced the
judgment to the accusers who were assembled immediately without the judgment
hall, saying, "I find in him no fault at all."
The Jews accepted this as an acquittal and immediately offered a new charge against the accused.
"And they
were the more fierce, saying, 'He stirreth up the people teaching throughout
all
Jewry beginning from Galilee to this place'."
Galilee was in the territorial jurisdiction of the Procurator, but was under the governorship of the Roman Tetrarch
Herod, who as Tetrarch was subordinate to Pilate.
The new defense charged by
the Jews fell primarily under the jurisdiction of the Tetrarch's Court, and Pilate
very properly transferred the case to Herod, who was in Jerusalem at that time
to attend the Passover.
The accused was taken before Herod who paid little,
if any attention to the cause thus transferred to him for investigation.
This was
the Herod who pu,t John the Baptist to death, a most sagacious, subtle, unprincipled man and the best informed and most astute politician in the Roman world.
He stood for all that Jesus opposed, and in him we behold the personification of
the sin and wickedness of the political world-of
organized society.
Pilate despised him and would have none but official communication
with him, but Herod
that day brought Pilate in humility to his feet. "Pilate and Herod were made
friends together for before they were at enmity between themselves."
Prompted
by Herod who told them what to say, the Jews returned to Pilate and made the
astonishing demand that the judgment of acquittal be set aside and the accused
be convicted on the charge of treason.
Convinced of the innocence of Jesus,
Pilate, whose conduct to this point had been characterized by the utmost judicial
propriety and fairness, tried in vain to escape compliance with the demands of
the Jews. The theory that he became fearful of physical violence at their hands
and bent before the clamor of an angry mob, has no foundation and is obviously
inconsistent with the facts and circumstances of the situation and with the character of Pilate.
The Jews were unarmed; Pilate as Commander-in-Chief
of all
the military forces Rome maintained in his territory was amply protected and
afterwards went to the scene of the crucifixion and nailed a writing on the cross
which he intended as an insult to the Jews, and when they protested he truculently
replied, "What I have written, 1 have written."
The theory that compelled him
to accede to the demand of the Jews was not fear of personal violence, but their
often-repeated
assertion, "If thou let this man go, thou art not Caesar's friend.
Whosoever maketh himself a King, speaketh against Caesar."
Under the Roman law an appeal would lie to the Imperial Court at Rome
from a judgment of acquittal rendered in a Procurator's
Court in an action for
treason.
The quoted saying was a distinct threat, well understood,
to appeal
the case and involve Pilate as a sort of judicial accessory to the crime.
Herod
knew that Pilate did not dare face such a proceeding and Pilate, fearful of the
knowledge of Herod, sought to make him his friend.
One must. go to the pages of secular history to find the real cause of Pilate's
undoing.
He was a Samnite, reared in the household of Sejanus, the Prime Minister of the Emperor T'iberius.
The Emperor, eccentric and morbid, had retired
in seclusion to a palace he built on the island of Caprii and left to Sejanus the
administrations
of his high office. The success and popularity achieved by Sejanus
turned his head and caused him to launch a conspiracy to murder Tiberius and have
himself elevated to the Imperial Chair.
Many generals and public leaders were
drawn into the conspiracy, which before it was fully matured, was discovered by
spies of Tiberius.
The Emperor acted with characteristic
cunning and cruelty.
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With full details of the plot and knowledge of those who were in it, he wrote
Sejanus a complimentary
letter, announcing his purpose to request the appointment of Sejanus by the Senate to the office of Tribune of the people and appointed
the day for conferring the honor.
Sejanus appeared in the Senate at that time
and the presiding officer opened and read a letter from the Emperor in which he
denounced Sejanus as a traitor and demanded his immediate punishment.
The
Senate complied with the demand and within the hour Sejanus was condemned
and executed.
The course pursued thereafter by Tiberi us was most morbid and
cruel.
Instead of proceeding at once against all of the conspirators,
he played
with them as a cat with a mouse.
He chose his victims one by one and always
began by loading the immediate victim with honors and riches before denouncing
and destroying him. Pilate, who owed al1 his advancement to his patron Sejanus,
guilty of treason, did not know whether his guilt was known to the Emperor.
The actions of Herod showed that he knew or at least suspected Pilate's treason.
But even in its most favorable aspects, the situation was too delicate and dangerous for Pilate to arouse the active antagonism of Herod.
He did not dare face
the Imperial Court on such a charge and to cover up his own treason and to save
his own life he yielded to the inexorable and pitiless demand of the persecutors
of Jesus.
The spectacle is not that of a weak and vacillating Judge succumbing
to the clamor of a mob, but of a judge guilty of the very crime of which he convicts the accused whom he knows to be innocent.
Indeed, the wider and far
more significant spectacle is presented of the great, wicked, sinful world itself,
guilty of treason against the Mos t High God sitting in judgment on the innocent
Son of God and pronouncing him guilty of the world crime.
And when the pall
of darkness enveloped the world in the awful hour of the crucifixion and terrified the wicked Tiberius in his far-off palace at Caprii, it seemed that sin had
triumphed, but the real victory was with Jesus.
J unc e JAMES M. JOHNSON.
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3Jttuidua
Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable
soul.

In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud;
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.
Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms out the horror of the shade;
And yet the menace of the years
Finds, and shall find me unafraid.
It matters not how straight the gate,
How charged with punishment the scroll-sI am the master of my fate,
I am the captain of my soul.

-W.
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INDY JACK, sitting cross-legged against the open stable door, looked
up from doing something with a lariat and shot me a friendly but quizzical glance.
"That
noise you maybe heard in Sandy's corral this
- morning is tied in the stall next to your roan mare," he said in his characteristic drawl.
"Look him over.
God's noblest handiwork, an honest boss!"
A casual glance within the door assured me that he had indeed swapped horses
again and that an evil-looking black has been substituted for the sorry bay he had
possessed the day before.
"Who in the world traded you out of that one-eyed, kneesprung, balky paragon of virtue you led home so proudly a week ago?" I inquired mildly, well knowing
without inspection that it would have been impossible for him to have obtained a
less desirable animal than the bay.
"Our worthy English friend John YV. Gibson, the attorney-at-law,
is now
the proud possessor of said animule." was the reply.
"I didn't want to deal with
him. I'm just naturally gun-shy of lawyers and T seldom have any truck with
one but what he takes advantage of me some way. But this fellow just felt the
need of a hoss of some kind and he couldn't catch up this black which got away
from him a while back so I traded wit.h him for fifty plunks' difference."
"Did you get the money?"
"Oh, yes; he gave me the money all right and I gave him the bay hoss , but
I dunno yet how bad he gypped me. You know I gave up a saddle wor th at least
twenty dollars to get that hoss and if this black is no good then I only make thirty
on the deal. Oh, t.hese lawyers are cusses, all right.
You gotta watch 'em."
His shrewd face, tanned a rich saddle-color, broke into a series of wrinkles and
he emitted a dry cough which was about his nearest approach to laughter.
"1
about plumb ruined a good catch rope getting that brut.e. I guess I threw him a
dozen times before T got a hackamore onto him and he wrecked one whole side
of Sandy's corral after that but I guess I've got him gentled up some now. I've
just now been putting a new honda in that rope he mussed.
"I thought when I was working on that brut.e maybe it was a judgment on
me for ever trying to teach that lawyer to have respect for the law. I guess I
was a little mite rough with him the time he killed the ducks out. of season but
in a way he had it coming to him. You know how he's been ragging me ever
since they commissioned me game warden last fall, as kin' me fool 'hypothetical
questions' as he called them and trying to make out like I would send for mounted
police to rescue me if I ever made an arrest.
You were back in the East when the
chicken season opened, so you missed the excitement.
"He claims to be some huntsman and by 'his tell ' practically nobody else
outside of England knows anything about shooting.
I must have seemed a little
skeptical about his ability.
Anyhow he decided he just had to give me a demonstration so we drove out together one afternoon.
He is really almost as good
a shot as he thinks he is, but awful quick-too
quick sometimes.
We got a few
chickens each but of course no ducks as duck season wasn't open yet.
Coming
back we drove by the big pond at Henry Potts'.
I had seen Henry the night
before and made a little private arrangement
with him involving some decoys
he has, so I rather looked to see something when we got to the pond.
We did.
'Look there, man, quick!' I yells, and 1 points very excited to the pond where
there were two big mallards sitting quietly.
Instantly he up and let drive with
both barrels and both birds keeled over.
cc Now you've
done it!"
I says.
'What do you want to shoot ducks for
ou t of season?' and I whipped up and drove away fast toward town.
He never
'.
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says a word but you should have seen his face; it was a picture of distress.
'I
guess I gotta lock you up,' 1 says after about a mile. 'I suppose so,' he says very
meek.
'I don't know why I did it; 1 knew better.'
'Yes,' 1 says, 'you sure did.'
Pretty soon he says: 'You forgot to bring your evidence.'
'Don't need no evidence,' 1 says, 'your face will convict you'.
"Well.T drove up in front of the postoffice and left him holding the nag while
1 telephoned and while I was gone Andy and Jim comes out of the pool hall and
observin' his crestfallen looks, inquires the cause.
1 admit maybe them fellers
had some coaching from me beforehand but anyway he relates his troubles and
they tell him that his best play is to cut out and stay under cover for a few days
until things quiet down a bit. 'TechnicaJly, you're in wrong,' says Jim, him being
able to sling big words, having been raised a pet and filled with education and
such-like.
'But practically,'
he says, 'an outrage is being perpetrated
and dignity tromped in the dust to satisfy this feller's bloated sense of his own importance. Your escape will make his position ridiculous.'
"Them boys is some persuasive when they start and they finally got him
out, and ducks with him up an alley.
I gives 'em a good start and then after
'em on foot, yellin' and shootin'.
Of course they got away.
1 believe they about
run him to death before they got him to a safe place to hide which was that old
shack about a mile up the track.
They kept him hid out there for three days,
takin' him feed and water at night and givin' him reports of how fiercely the
country is bei n' scoured for him. It was right cold at night and he wasn't any
too comfortable in mind or body at any time, so finally they let him come back
to town.
"They told him I had left town, which 1 had, but 1 came back in time to be
lookin in the door of the law office when Friend Lawyer first observed the two
shot-up mallard decoys perched on his desk and the sign readin":

THE CORPUS DELICACY
"I guess maybe he traded

hosses with me just to get revenge."

-:». L.
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Dwinnell '18.

Notl'S on tQl'ianqul't
of the memorable occasions of the school year was that of the twelfth
annual banquet, which was held in the Francis 1. Room of the Baltimore Hotel, on Washington's
Birthday,
1917. There, amid tapestry
~
scenes of monarchial splendor, present day citizens and embryo statesmen-imbued
with a total disregard of "the divine right of kings "c-cfearlessly
discussed Twentieth
Century problems and paid tribute to the memory of one
whose leadership had evolved national ideals entirely at variance with those of
which the reign of Francis 1. was noted.
Mr. James J. McNamara,
'18, gave a splendid address on George \Vashington, choosing for his topic, "The Father of OUf Country; If He Were Alive Today."
Mr. Henry Polk Lowenstein, '17, acquitted himself with honor in his presentation
of the words of Washington in his last address, "Why Quit Our Own to Stand on
Foreign Ground?"
The musical program of the evening was furnished by the infant industry
of the school, the Glee Club, under the direction of Professor Frank E. Chaffee.
One regrettable feature of the occasion was the absence of the club's benefactor,
NE

Mr. O. H. Dean.

/

Mr. Harry H. Evans '17, spoke on "The Future," which subject is always
interesting.
Mr. Evans does not claim to be a fortune-teller-but
only a prophet,
Mr. Sylvan N. Brunner '19, gave an excellent address on "The Kansas City
School of Law: Its Raw Material and Its Product."
The wonder of it is that
Mr. Brunner could so thoroughly master his subject after so short an experience in,
the Kansas City School of Law.
Miss Tierra Farrow '19, spoke on "The Evolution of Woman;" and in a quiet,
unassuming way, did much to clear up the question of woman's status in the
scheme of the Universe.
Judge John H. Pollock '18 (the title being merely honorary, according to his
own statement), in a way all his own, added much to the merriment of the evening
in his illuminating talk on "Juniors Pre-eminent,"
dwelling at length on the advantages of that blissful state of J unioris m, when one has safely survived the
harrowing experiences of the Freshman year, and when the bogie of the Bar Examination is still far in the future.
An attempted report of Me Pollock's sayings
would be lifeless; to be appreciated he needs to be heard.
There was at this banquet the unusual feature of alumnae representation.
The 1916 Class took advantage of the occasion to present its class picture to the
school. Mr. Paul Koontz' 16, after giving a history of this wonderful class of
1916 and its marvelous achievements,
deftly drew aside the folds of an innocentlooking American flag which had been observed just above the speaker's table,
revealing to the gaze of the assembly the 1916 Class picture.
There is still
some discussion as to whether this was an honor or disgrace to the flag.
Mr. "Bill" Carson '16, undertook to enlighten the expectant Kansas lawyers
on the mysteries of the Kansas Bar Examination;
and Mr. Dan Washburn '16,
undertook to perform a like office with the Missouri aspirants.
On the printed program, interspersed at intervals under the heading" Echoes
of 1916," appeared the word "Schmoos."
Up to the present writing it has not
developed whether this is the name of a new vegetable or a German spy.
Miss Hazel M. Baldwin '16, as Dean of the Kappa Beta Phi legal sorority,
gave a short history of that organization.
The principal address of the evening was given by Honorable E. C. Hamilton
of Independence,
Mo., whose subject was "The Lawyer."
Mr. Hamilton is a
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graduate

of the Kansas

City School of Law and has become a very successful

lawyer.

Mr. L. VV. Crowl '17, deserves especial commendation
for his work as toastmaster.
One service performed by him was the early closing of the banquet, thus
eliminating any chance for Mr. Todd to talk his customary two hours.
-Gertrude

!1/illiams '17.

"11111lm (@utt ®ur ®lUtt
to ~tnttll Ott JJ!orrigtt ~rOUttll"
After I had been chosen as one of the representatives of my class to speak at
this banquet, I was informed by our toastmaster that this was an occasion that
required a humorous speech.
T therefore set myself thinking of all the old chestnuts that I had heard and the more I thought the more I felt like another certain
gentleman who was to deliver an address on an occasion somewhat similar to this.
His neighbor at his side engaged him in conversation and finally asked:
"Is your speech going to be like the badger's tail?"
"Well, I don't know," said our friend, "how was thad"
"Wi'J it be fur to the end?"
"I am not sure about that," was the reply, "but it is going to be like the
dog's tail-it
is bound to a cur."
And as I knew that this speech was bound to occur, I decided to talk to you
on a subject that is very near to my heart, and to leave one thought with you
which might be considered worth while. I have chosen a quotation from Washington's farewell address as the subject upon which I will briefly address you.
The chief thought in that great instrument
was, that the United States should
never form an alliance with a foreign power and that is the identical point upon
which I wish to touch tonight.
As lawyers and future lawyers, it is our duty to be leaders in the community
in which we live, and which in turn looks to us for guidance.
It is, perhaps, a
sad commentary
on us who live in the interior of our country, that we do not
concern ourselves greatly with the position of Our fair country in the councils
of nations.
We have lost to a great extent that which Edmund Burke said was
one of our chief characteristics-the
love of the study of international
law.
Therefore, in this day, with the greatest war in the world's history being
fought before our very eyes; with two sets of hyphenated citizens, each trying to
hamper the government
and each trying to force legislation through the hal1s
of an American Congress in favor of their foreign states; with an ex-president of
the United States insisting that we should join the great conflict because of alleged breaches of international
law by a European power; I say it well behooves
us to stop and consider the cool thought and advice of him who made this country
possible.
Washington in his farewell address gave to this country our strongest doctrine of national policy when he said, "It is our true policy to steer clear of permanent alliances with any portion of the foreign world," and this doctrine was
reiterated by Jefferson, who said, "Our first and fundamental
maxim should be,
never entangle ourselves in the broils of Europe; our second, never to suffer Europe to meddle with cis-Atlantic affairs."
Thus from Washington and Jefferson
we get the foundation for that famous doctrine of Monroe, which has caused so
many international
complications
but which is undoubtedly
the greatest boon
to American peace that ever came from an American pen.
Foreign alliances can be roughly grouped into three classes: trade alliances,
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defensive alliances and offensive alliances.
Trade alliances of themselves might
not be harmful, but they require also the protection of that alliance, or, in other
words, they require a defensive alliance to support them. And that is where the
trouble begins. Power placed in the hands of nations by way of defense is prone
to be used as an instrument of offense. The two great alliances of Europe are both
defensive alliances and both claim to be engaged in a defensive war; yet to those
'who study the cause of this great confiict it appears that offensive commercial
acquisition is the true cause and that both are equally guilty.
They have reached
that point attained by all alliances.
The intoxication of power, SOOner or later
destroys the peaceful purpose for which it was created and it becomes a wolf in
sheep's clothing.
Alliance and Neutrality are antonymous terms-the
one destroys the other.
The favoritism shown to the one nation causes enmity in all the others.
It weakens the members of the alliance for they depend on the strength of the other members and not on their own. In a republic like this, it gives a chance for foreign
nations to meddle in our politics, to influence our elections and to threaten the very
existence of the republic.
Let us, therefore, hold to the principle of strict neutrality; showing favoritism toward none; justice and good faith toward all.
Should our country be drawn into the maelstrom which is swiftly inundating
the majority of the civilized world, may we go according to our tradition-stand
on Our own feet as single individuals in a righteous cause.
But until that time we should rejoice that the young men of this country
are alive and prosperous, educating themselves to become better citizens and to
consecrate their lives for humanity; that we are able to gather here tonight at the
banquet table, amid feast and plenty, instead of struggling in the mud and filth
of a European trench fighting for a cause-we
know no t what.
In conclusion, let us be thankful there was a Washington and may we not
soon forget those burning questions that he so wisely asked posterity:
"Why quit our own to stand on foreign ground?
Why by interweaving our
destiny with that of any part of Europe, entangle our peace and prosperity in
the toils of European ambition, rivalship, interest, humor or caprice?"

-Henry

P. Lotoenstcin; Jr. '/7.

1\ mral IDrfrttnr
Horace Brown, lawyer, was brushing his hat, preparatory
to leaving his office for the day, when
the door of the outer office opened suddenly.
It was Saturday afternoon.
Brown had allowed his clerk and stenographer
to depart at noon;
he himself had stayed behind to finish up some work.
Brown heard the door open and stepped into the outer office to greet the visitor.
It was a woman stout, past middle age, red hair, and not at all beautiful.
One glance revealed
that much to the lawyer.
"Good afternoon," said the woman.
"I want to see Mr. Brown-c-Mr. Horace Brown-on
some
very important business.
Is he in?"
"Yes, madam," answered the lawyer, bowing.
"I am 11r. Brown. Won't you step into my
private officer"
He led the wav into the cozy inner room and motioned her toward a chair.
"Now, madam," he went on, seating himself at his desk and assuming his most professional pose,
"you can speak unreservedly; we are quire alone."
"You are sure that nobody can hear us?" asked the woman, nervously.
"Absolutely,
madam.
Yo'u can set your mind at rest on that point.
Whatever you wish to
impart will be treated as strictly private."
"1 would not like to have anybody overhear our conversation,"
persisted the woman.
"It is impossible. madam," the lawyer assured her.
"It is a very confidential matter," pursued the woman.
"1 am prepared to treat it as such," said the lawyer.
To himself he was thinking, "I wish she would hurry up and tell me what she wants.
That's the
trouble with women.
They always beat about the bush so."
"1 want you to feel perfectly at your case," he added, aloud.
"Speak to me frankly and un re-
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servedly.
Tell me everything.
Conceal nothing.
You will find it the best course, madam, believe
nle."
"I'm afraid you'll think me very bold and audacious," titters the woman.
"Not at all," said the lawyer, wondering what all this hesitancy portended.
"Well, 11r. Brown," went on his caller, apparently plucking up courage, "it is a delicate errand
that brings me here to you, but one that concerns you personally."
"Concerns me personally!" gasped the lawyer, for the moment. taken aback.
"I have never had the pleasure of meeting you before, Mr. Brown," said the woman, "but I have
heard much about you."
"Thank you, madam," replied the lawyer, bowing.
"During my ten years' practice of law I
think I can venture to hope that 1 have acquired smet.hing of a legal reputation."
"Oh, it isn't of your professional reputation I've heard," said the woman with a smile.
"What then?" asked the lawyer, anxiously.
"It's your personal reputation.
['vc heard that you are a most exemplary man, so far as character is concerned."
"Thank you, madam," said Brown, with a blush.
"J've heard that you are the kind of man any girl would be glad to marry," continued the lawver's visitor.
.
"What on earth is she driving at?" thought Brown.
"And therefore I have come to ask you a very delicate question-you
will excuse my boldness,
please. Why don't you get married, Mr. Brown?"
"But, my dear madam!" protested the lawyer, flushing to the roots of his hair.
"But my dear nothing, :NIl'. Brown," interrupted
the woman, quickly.
"You think you are
happy now, perhaps.
Well, you don't know what happiness really is until you get married.
A nice
young man like you has no right to stay single. Excuse my boldness, but really yOIl ought to marry."
The gaze of the astonished lawyer rested on the calendar on his desk. It was 1916 and Leap Year.
He realized the truth with a thrill.
Woman's one chance to propose in four years!
This woman was merely taking advantage of the privilege of her sex. As has been said, she was
fat, past middle age, red-haired and homely.
Brown looked at her and shuddered.
"Can't you picture to yourself how nice it would be to have a nice, cozy little home to go to w-hen
you leave this office?" she continued.
"But, madam--"
protested the lawyer again.
"And a nice affectionate little wife to cheer you when you are downcast.
To share your sorrows
with you and double your joys?"
Brown sat staring at the woman before him, his breath taken away by her audacity.
He was
afraid to speak for fear he should laugh in her face.
It seemed so exceedingly humorous to hear this corpulent, plain-looking creature actually proposing marriage to him and 'describing herself as a "nice, affectionate little wife."
Little!
Ye gods
and little fishes!
"1 am sure [ can supply t.he want," went on the woman.
"I feel that surely I can be of great
help to you."
She moved her chair a trifle nearer his. Brown felt that it was high time to rouse himself to say
something.
In another minute he feared, she should be throwing her arms around his neck and murmuring into his ear that it was all so sudden.
"If I were thinking of getting married, madam," he said gently. "I would be glad to avail myself
of your offer. I am sure that you would make me an excellent wife. I am sure that you would be a
great help to me; but-e--e-"
The woman interrupted him with a shrill laugh.
"I make you an excellent wife!" she cried.
"Why, bless you, man, I'm a married woman with a husband and three children."
Brown breathed a great sigh of genuine relief. "Then may I ask, madam, what you intend to
do with another husband?" he gasped.
"This isn't Utah."
"Of course it isn't, my dear Mr. Brown.
1 wan't proposing marriage for myself at all when I
spoke of a nice affectionate little wife."
"To whom were you referring, then, madam?" asked the lawyer, anxiously.
"To your daughter?"
"To my daughter!
No; why, bless you, man, my oldest child is only six years old. I was referring to another young lady altogether.
In fact, 1 have several young ladies on my list, anyone
of whom is guaranteed to make a charming wife for any man."
....
She opened a chatelaine bag and handed him therefrom an en graved card.
Brown lookedat the
card and read:

~bt ~al1.da.d<ltitp ~atrilUol1iaI ;lOurcau
HUSBANDS AND WlVES
OF ALL VARIETIES

SATISF,\CTION
GUARA:><TEUl
OR YOUR MONEY CIIEERt-ULLY

REFU]';PED
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1t was not a personal matter, after all.
It was purely a
Brown breathed another sigh of relief.
business transaction.
This stout, red-haired woman was talking business to him. He felt at once at his ease.
The timorous blushing man gave way to the clever, suave lawyer once more.
"1 am sure the girl 1 have in mind would just suit you," said the woman.
"She is tall, vivacious,
and not yet twenty-four
years of age. She is thoroughly domesticated
and a good cook."
"What color is her hair?" asked Brown, with interest.
"Dark brown," replied the woman.
"No good, then," said Brown, decisively.
"I had trouble with a girl with dark brown hair ten
years ago and I swore then never to look upon any other brown-haired girl again."
"Then perhaps I can interest yOll in another girl. We have a very nice blonde.
A really temtping
proposition,
1\1y dear Mr. Brown," and the woman spoke in the tone of a drummer trying to sell a
new line of hair-combs.
"She is only thirty years old and is a very charming young girl.
If she didn't have one eye missing
she would doubtless have suitors by the hundreds.
As it is you get a real bargain".
She leaned for.
ward and whispered confidentially,
"There is ten thousand dollars goes with this girl. Her father is
a rich brewer.
What do you say?"
Brown seemed impressed.
"Ten thousand dollars thrown in with the girl, eh? That sounds
tempting,"
he remarked.
"I should certainly advise yOIl, Mr. Brown, to avail yourself of this chance while it is open.
You
can never tell how quickly this bargain may be snatched up."
"What business did you say her father was in?" inquired Brown with interest.
"Wealthy
brewer," replied the woman.
Brown shook his head.
"That would never do, I am afraid," he said.
"You see T am t.he president of the Prohibition
League.
What would folks say if 1 were to marry a brewer's daughter?"
"Very true," rejoined his caller.
"Then perhaps I can interest you in another proposition.
A
nice young woman with a fortune of fifty thousand dollars in her own right."
"Fifty thousand dollars, eh i" cried Brown.
"And is this young woman pretty?"
"Quite nice-looking."
"And how old is she?"
"I'm afraid she may be a little too old for you.
She swears she isn't a day more than fifty-three.
She is well preserved.
Fifty thousand dollars is a good round sum, Mr. Brown.
1 should advise you
to think this over."
"Pass on," said Brown, firmly.
He was beginning to enjoy himself immensely.
"I couldn't
stand for a fifty year old bride, not even if she had a fortune of fifty thousand dollars.
Pass on to the
next."
"I have one
"How would you like to have an auburn-haired
girl i" said the woman, egaer.
on the list.
She's only twenty-six years old. She can sing and dance beautifully and is really expert.
at beadwork."
"How much money comes with her?" asked Brown.
"Her father is willing to pay ten thousand dollars to see her happily married."
Brown thought hard for a minute.
"You say she is fond of dancing?" he inquired.
"Very,"
said the woman.
"When 1 come to think of it, Mr. Brown, I feel sure that she is just
the girl for you."
"On the contrary,"
said Brown, "I am afraid she would not do at all. You see, I do not dance,
and if I married a girl so very fond of dancing she would be running out all the time to balls and parties.
That would be too dangerous an experiment.
l am afraid we will have to pass her."
"I suppose you wouldn't take a deaf-mute?"
asked the wona m.
"Well, silence in a woman, especially in a wife, would be no disadvantage
at times; but it might
get monotonous to have a wife who is always dumb.
What inducements do you offer with herr"
"A fine house and lot," said the marriage broker.
"In this city?" asked Brown.
"No; in St. Joseph," replied the woman.
"J wouldn't. live out of Kansas City," said Brown. "Pass on to the next."
"I've got another girl in mind," said the woman.
"She is young and prr tty, and she has a house
and lot in her own name right in Kansas City-on
Warwick Boulevard, too."
"That
sounds good," said Brown.
"Let's
hear some more about her.
What is the color of
her hair:"
"\Vell, she's got brown hair," admitted the woman, "but surely if everything else is all right that
won't really make any difference, 111r. Brown, "coaxingly.
"Just because you've had trouble with
one brown-haired
girl doesn't mean that you should refuse to look at any girl with brown tresses."
"Ah, no," sighed Brown, "1 shall never look upon another brown-haird
girl. The one 1 had
trouble with ten years ago was enough for me."
He took a framed picture from the desk and held it in front of him at arm's length, gazing at it
musingly.
He became so wrapped in the picture that he appeared to have forgotten that the woman
in the room was there at all. She brought him to himself again by laying a hand gently on his arm.
"You mustn't,
Mr. Brown; you mustn't,"
she said.
"I know what you are doing.
You are
thinking of the brown-haired
girl. You are looking at her portrait.
You must destroy that picture
forthwith.
You must forget all about her. There are as good fish in the sea as ever came out, you
know.
I'll find you a girl so fine in every respect that it will make you laugh to t.hink you ever wasted
a thought on this brown-haired
creature.
You must not think of her any more, Mr. Brown, you really
must not."
"On the contrary, madam," replied Brown, "Lrea lly must.
I don't want to forget this girl With
the brown hair.
You see, I married her ten years ago. You must pardon me for not having mentioned it before."-Haroey
D. Taylor, '19.
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N keeping with the spirit a! patrioti~m which has swept the .entire coun" try, the students of the Kansas City School of Law met 111 the class~
rooms of the school the evening of March 24th.
Speeches were made by a number of the students and members of
the faculty, and later the assembly marched in a body to Convention Hall to
attend the exercises held there.
Walter K. Stewart, Harvey D. Taylor, H. P.
Lowenstein, jr., George \\T. Carter and N. B. Boulware were appointed as a committee to forward a telegram to our Congressman; Han. Wm. P. Borland, former
Dean of the school, and at president Vice-President
and Lecturer on Contracts
and Wills in the school.
The telegram read as follows:

"Believing that in this great world's crisis that now confronts us, we need
a strong central guiding hand to shape our course of action; and believing that
you and Our other representatives
in Congress realize the gravity of the situation
and will take a firm American course in handling this situation; we, the student
body as now assembled, pledge our country our undivided support and place
our lives and fortunes at its disposal, assuring you that we will respond to a man
if called upon.
'.
"May God give you strength in maintaining
our American honor and our
country.
On this eventful night, we are certain that we reflect the general sentiment of the entire school with this spirit of pa trios tim , and, with our great
city, place ourselves on record as Americans first, last, and all the time, in the
hour of our country's need."
The following
man Borland;

telegram

was received

in response

to the one sent Congress-

"R. \'V. Miller, Secretary of Committee; Harvey D. Taylor, Walter K. Stewart, H. P. Lowenstein, Jr., George YV. Carter and N. B. Boulware, Committee.
c-o Han E. N. Powell, Kansas City, Mo.
,
"Your telegram on behalf of the student body of the Kansas City School
of law is a matter of profound gratification in this grave national crisis.
T cannot
forbear expressing my personal pride and pleasure in this expression of loyalty
and patriotic co-operation.
I will lay your message before the President."
VVILLIAM
P. BORLAND,
rvI.C.
The telegram sent by the students of the school was laid before the President and the following letter was received by Congreessman Borland, which we
have taken the liberty to have photographed
and printed.
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My dear Mr. Bo~land:
The President asks me to make cordial
acknowledgment of your letter of March 26th,
with enclosure from·Mr. R. W. Miller of the
Kansas City Law School.

He deeply appre-

ciates the generous assurance of the Student
Body of the School, and he would be glad to
have you so advise everyone concerned.
Sincerely Your~:

~~~

Secretary to the President

Hon. William P. Borland,
House of Representatives.

The patriotism
of the students
of the school has been shown in a more substantial
way since the sending of the telegram
and the receipt of its answer.
Several of our students have seen fit to enlist in the various departments
of the National defense and the close of the school year will see more following their example.
The faculty
has very kindly allowed
credit
to the students
who have enlisted,

based upon the work they were doing when called, and members
class

will receive

t.heir degrees

the same

as though

the year

had

of the Senior

been

completed.

It is hoped that the war will soon end, that democracy will triumph over
militarism, that the sacrifices which these men have made will not be in vain,
but that" government of the people, by the people and for the people" will be
uniform throughout the world.
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Allutrr to louug i4awyrr.a
Whene'er you speak, remember every cause
Stands not on eloquence, but stands on laws j
Pregnant in matter, in expression brief,
Let every sentence stand with bold relief;
On trifling points nor time nor talent waste,
A sad offense to learning and to taste;
Nor deal with pompous phrase, nor e'er suppose
Poetic flights belong to reasoning prose.
Loose declamation may deceive the crowd
And seem more striking as it grows more loud;
But sober sense rejects it with disdain,
As naught but empty noise, and weak as vain.
The froth of words, the school-boy's vain parade,
Of books and cases-all his stock in tradeThe pert conceits, the cunning tricks and play
Of law attorneys strung in long array,
The unseemly jest, the petulant reply,
That clatters on, and cares now how or why,
Strictly a void-s-worthy themes to scan,
They sink the speaker and disgrace the man;
Like the fals.e lights by flying shadows cast,
Scarce seen when present, and forgot when past.
Begin with dignity, expand with grace,
Each ground of reasoning in its time and place;
Let order reign throughout;
each topic touch,
Nor urge its power too little nor too much;
Give each strong thought its most attractive view,
In diction clear and yet severely true;
And as the arguments in splendor grow,
Let each reflect its light on all below;
When to the close arrive, make no delays
By petty flourishes or verbal plays,
But sum the whole in one deep, solemn strain,
Like a strong current hastening to the main.
-Judge Storey.
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"That all men are created equal; that they are endowed bv their Creator with
certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty." and the pursuit of
happiness; that to secure these rights governments
are instituted among men."
These statements in the Declaration
of Independence
helped create an enthusiasm which freed the thirteen colonies.
Do they mean anything
today?
It is estimated by Scott Nearing in his work "Poverty
and Riches" that ninetenths of the American wage-earners receive less than $1,000 per year; that twothirds of these receive less than $750 per year, and one-third of the latter less
than $500 per year.
It costs from $750 to $1,000 per year for a family to live
decently in an Eastern industrial center.
Go into the slum of a manufacturing
city, if your stomach is strong enoug to abide the squalor and filth and the odors
to which they are parent; cultivate the man who is supporting a family on $600
a year.
You'll find that his right to life consists in the right to support himself,
wife and all indefinite number of progeny on coarse and sometimes insufficient
[are, in a sumptuous one-room dwelling with a single window affording a limited
view of a landscape comprised of an alley profusely ornamented with dirt, children
and garbage cans.
Sure, he still has his life, possibly because his employer doesn't
want it. He has liberty to go anywhere he wants, though of course he can't
go much on $600 a year.
To crown his collection of rights with a jewel of inestimable value, the pursuit of happiness is not barred to him, though if he ever succeeds
in finding any, it's in spite of a handicap equal to that of the legles-s and armless
man who wanted to climb the greased pole at a country fair. The apparent cause
of this man's misery is poverty.
Give him more wages and he and his family will
have sufficient food, and he will be able to improve his housing conditions.
There may be said to be a threefold division of the factor vitally affecting
the laborer, i. c., t he physical surroundings
under which the work is performed,
the hours of labor, and the rate of wages. We have deemed it advisable to pass
laws requiring dangerous machinery in factories to be sheathed, we have made requirements as to the illumination and ventilation of the places where people are
employed.
Hours of labor have been limited to the number which a human being
can work with reasonable regard for his future health.
Each of these laws are restrictions on the liberty of the individual to contract.
Every time they have
been passed their opponents have dragged out the laissez-faire doctrine as argument against them.
Adam Smith's intellectual
miscarriage
is beginning to
have a somewhat bedraggled and crestfallen appearance from the number of times
it has been dissected and rejected but the capitalists still expect it to engage the
favorable attention of public opinion.
When it is stated that it is an ineffectual
reform which protects the worker in the factory and the hours of labor and then
sends him home to live in one room with his family and subsist on a meager portion
of bread, pork and potatoes, and it is proposed to force the employer to pay each
person employed a wage sufficient to procure for him immediate necessities and
a reasonable outlook for good health in the future, the employer replies that economic forces should be given free play to determine the wage.
Capital does not employ itself.
A directing brain is required.
The capitalist's aim is to secure the greatest possible profit; this aim can often be attained by
paying less than a living -wage. The laborer must work or he cannot eat; capital
may be exchanged for things to eat.
Labor is a perishable good which must be
sold from day to day; capital will keep. The capitalist is protected by the courts;
the laborer is ejected by the courts.
Therefore the laborer must sell his goods
at the buyer's price.
Whenever this price is less than the amount necessary to
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maintain the laborer in good physical condition, our government ceases to exist
for the benefit of all the governed.
The Laissez-Laire 'policy and democracy are
inconsistent and one must cease to exist.
The doom of the former, long impending, is now decreed.
Economic forces, undirected, cannot secure for the worker
a living wage; the la vv must do so.
We have seen that the laborer is in need of help, for approximately
60% of
American laborers receive less than the amount needed for respectable family
living.
l t is a fact that the two factors in the employment of labor in addition to
the wage, i. e. physical surroundings
of the laborer while at work and hours of
employment,
have been regulated by law. It has been shown that the only, alternative which unorganized labor has to reform its condition, namely, natural
economic action and adjustment, is ineffectual.
It. is to be perceived that. the oul y
remedy for unorganized or weakly organized labor is minimum wage legislation.
The employer underpays his employees.
The result is that the workman's
body is weakened.
When the workman is not well fed and comfortably housed
his body suffers.
This makes for inefficiency later in life. The employer coins
the worker's manhood or womanhood into dollars; but he is not con ten t with that.
When the reformer comes around and demands the minimum wage the employer
pleads that many of his men are inefficient, that they can't earn the minimum
wage. In some cases this is true but the employer is only holding ou t his own
product as a defense.
Thus a vicious circle prevails.
Some workmen are inefficient because t.hey have rccieved and are receiving less than a living wage,
and so less than a living wage is sought to be justified because some workmen are
inefficient.
The minimum 'wage would end this.
When a salesgirl receives a $5.00 a week wage and $8.00 is the least upon
which she can live, there is a gap between what she gets as a wage and what she
must have to live upon that must be bridged in some manner.
If she has no access to a charit.y or is unwilling to accept it and is afraid to steal, there is always
another way. The poor working girl frequently keeps body and soul together at
the expense of the latter.
The minimum wage would eliminate a prolific source
of prostitution.
If an employer can have only two workmen for an outlay of $21.00 whereas
ill the past he had three for the same price, he naturally attempts to get as much
service out. of the two as out of the three before.
He cannot do this by increasing
the hours of labor for that is prevented by law. He must further illuminate and
ventilate the factory and attempt to train his men to give efficient service.
Under
the first wage scale, labor was cheaper than the necessary efforts to make it efficient; under the latter scale, labor is a precious thing, to be carefully conserved
and developed in its producing capaci ti tes. Thus the minimum wage puts a premium on individual efficiency.
There is one form of competition which is particularly grinding on the working
person.
This is the competition of the casual worker, supported by father or husband, who works merely for pin money. They add to the supply in ter mit.tenl y,
and frequently work for less than t.he average wage. They force down the wages
of those who must earn their own livelihood.
Under a minimum wage with its
increased demand for efficiency the employer will not discharge his trained and
steady employee for the casual and unpracticed worker.
The minimum
wage is a step in the direction of the new democracy.
It will strengthen
the bodies" of our people
and thus strengthen
t.he
fiber of democracy.
It will increase
industrial
efficiency, and efficiency
is necessary while we work if we are to reduce the hours of labor.
It will
prevent many of the women who are to contribute their share to the motherhood
of the next generation from forming a partnership
with vice. It will put in the
hands of the man in the street money wherewith to buy books and magazines for
his education.
The minimum wage is the first chapter in the book of social justice.
The minimum wage will prevent some persons from working who cannot
earn the minimum wage. We can either give these persons special permits to
work at less than the living wage or else we can very well afford to support them
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on charity.
\Vhen a person does not receive a living wage, society has to furnish
the balance, either in immediate charity or in the decreased efficiency of the worker,
resulting in ultimate charity.
It is better to main ta in in strength those who
have it at the expense of entirely
supporting
those who have it not,
than to draw the one down to the condition of the other in order to enable
the weakling to eke out a livelihood for himself temporarily.
Whenever an industry receives the working strength of a human being at
a wage less than enough to maintain the laborer in normal health, it is, to that
extent, parasitical upon society, which must make up the balance to the individual, and has no economic justification
for its exista nce.
~H arry H. Eoans '.17

At a recent meeting of the Biennial Convention of the Sixth Province of the
International
Legal Fraternity
of Phi Delta Phi, held in Kansas City, Missouri,
three members of the Faculty of the Kansas City School .of Law were signally
honored.
Elmer N. Powell was elected President, O. H. Dean, President of the
School and E. D. Ellison, Dean, were elected to honorary membership,
as well
as Judge Van Valkenberg, U. S. District Judge, Judge Henry L. McCune and
Gardner Lathrop.
These men were selected on account of their learning as lawyers and also of
their eminent
standing in the community in which they live.
The initiation was given by the Green Chapter of Kansas University, and by
a special dispensation the representatives
of Green Chapter came to Kansas City,
and the initiation ceremony was held at the beautiful home of Honorable 0, H.
Dean, on Saturday night, April 28th, 1917.
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iGtttrr of a g,rlf-1tta~r iGautyrr'g Q.llrrk
to 1!;tH iOHH
(Contributed
rvIR.

by Chet A. Keyes)

EMPLOYER;-

I have been working for you for one year.
Your law practice brings you in
thirty thousand a year.
I am a member of the bar and you pay me ten dollars
a week. As a lawyer I am probably worth about five dollars a week; but considering the fact that I carry your golf clubs to .the car, purchase your theater
tickets, see that your wife's watch is fixed up at the jeweler's, I take the extra
five dollars without any qualms of conscience.
I am not ashamed to do these
personal services.
I am a shy sort of a man and I have to feel on good terms with
an employer with whom I am in personal contact all day long. I know you would
be hurt to the quick if I refused you. In fact, I'm sure of it. Don't I well remember the day when you sent me up to argue a motion in Supreme Court, from
which place I was to go to the recorder's office and make an abstract of title, and
from there go to the milliner's and take home your wife's bonnet? I refused to
take home your wife's bonnet, much as I like to please the ladies, and you were
very cold for a week. It was a lucky thing for me that the new chap just admitted
to the bar took charge of the bonnet.
He had full charge of the ladies department
after that.
Coming back to the question of salary, I think you ought to pay me twenty
dollars a week. Not because I am worth it. Any big firm knows that you can
buy the best legal brains in the city for fifteen dollars a week. I want you to pay
me twenty dollars a week because you are a professed Christian and have an income of thirty thousand a year.
I want you to be kind, unpractical,
a good
Samaritan-I
want you to forgive me my mistakes and give me enough to get me
my daily bread.
If you do, I shall work like the very devil for you. Every case
you hand me I shall act on it as if it were my own, an attitude which it is impossible
for me to take on ten dollars a week; and by Coke, Littleton and Blackstone and
the Code of Civil Procedure,
I shall see that your wife gets her bonnets by the
simple expedient of paying a telegraph messenger out of my raise in salary.
-Mr. Law-Clerk

I

~

I

~

Here's to laughter, the sunshine of the soul, the happiness of the heart, the
leaven of youth, the privileges of purity, the echo of innocence, the treasure of the
humble, the wealth of the poor, the bead of the cup of pleasure; it dispels dejection, banishes the blues and mangles melancholy, for it's the foe of woe, the destroyer of depression, the enemy of grief; it is what makes kings envy peasants,
plutocrats envy the pOOl', the guilty envy the innocent; its the sheen on the silver
of smiles, the ripple on the water's delight; the glint of the gold of gladness; without it humor would be dumb, wit would wither, dimples would disappear and smiles
would shrivel, for it's a glow of a clean conscience, the voice of a pure soul, the
birth-cry of mirth, the swan-song of sadness.~New
York Herald.
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[olm Gilmore Hutron.
Otherwise and always known as "Jack" Hutton.
Past master in the artof the painless inculcation of learning is he, our favorite quiz master.
Where others may beat and drive, Mr. Hutton administers
knowledge of the law gently and humorously.
From an abundant store of what might well be Irish wit-but
isn't-he
draws a ceaseless store of
anecdote and illustrations
that make for ready understanding.
In addition to the stores of legal learning which pervade the atmosphere of our quiz classes when
"Jack"presides,hover
also gems of moral philosophy which charter a path that 0111' feet migh t well tread.
Many of the married folk, who arc now or in the past have been grist to the mill of Kansas City's
School of Law, have tried to say wherefrom comes this spontaneity
of humor that abides with "Jack."
And they have said that it is because :Vlr. Hutton has never yet espoused a spouse.
Being single and
unmarried humor bubbles forth.
For after the tragedy of matrimony,
they say, the well springs of
humor fade away before the evaporating
force of life's grim realities and the struggle for existence.
Be that as it mayor might-it
is undenied that ~vlr. Hutton is regarded as the faculty favoritenot only by those occasional young ladies who come to view on the horizon of our school life, bud and
bloom under the guiding hand of our faculty and go forth into the world of laywers-but
as well by
those of the sterner sex who app recia rc the kindliness and earnestness by which they are guided through
the mysteries of the law to the sunlight of a fuller knowledge.
So the editors of the Palldex at the will and request of a united student body bequeath unto the
said John Gilmore Hutton a life estate in their high regard and affection, without limitation of dower
or courtesy, to be enjoyed by him so long as he shall live, and if it pleases an inscrutable
and divine
Providence first t.o call him hence, we will and desire that his memory be perpetuated
during the lives
of t.he collective testators.
John fl. Pollock' /8
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My Toddie."

".--1 iI/ental Gi:ml .."

Tcdd-c-f'Whn r is Baggage?"
Miss Willinms-c-t'Lt is all that one carries with himon a journey,
and convenience, according to his station in life."
Todd-~(Docs that include?--vVERBY!"

-12!J-

for his comfort

Two representatives
of the twelve tribes of Israel were in litigation.
During
a brief interval allowed for lunch Iceburg suggested to his lawyer that it looked
like the case was going against them, and asked if the lawyer thought it would be
wise to give the judge a little present.
The attorney assured him that such action
would surely result in a decision against them.
They 'Non.
After the triallceburg's
lawyer observed, "See, what I told you was true.
If
you had sent the judge a present we would not have won."
lceburg replied, "Yes,
but I did send him a present."
"So?" queried the lawyer.
"Yes, but I put
Levinsky's card in it."

PERSONAL
Hutton-e-t'Wha
this country?"
O'Niel-"vVhy,
owner."

PROPERTY
t

U&LEE CLUB

QUIZ

NOTES"

is the rule as to slaves In
they

went

back

to

the

"Now what is accretion."
queried Hutton.
"\Nhy e-er-tha t is, it means moving slowly,':
quoth Service.
Jack replies, "You mean slowly approaching your lady friend on bended knees?"

(H"fT KEYrS:(SHAKING
MII.OEMI'" 6VTL.fR)"HOW

rtAtv05 Willi
00"-0,", 00 $IAr~

A jewish peddler passing along the road was attracted to the scene of a railroad wreck.
He moved among the injured lying about the scene of the accident
until he came upon one who was able to converse with him. "Has the claim agents
been here yet?" inquired Izzie. "No.
Of course not; the accident just occurred."
But the peddler still inquired for the whereabouts of theclaim agents.
"Wha ts
the matter with you, I told you the claim agents had not been herd" "Vell, if
the claim agent has not been here I guess I just lay down here with you."

This is a picture
that

Hutton

is always

of the "Hill
telling

of whom reside in the
in Virginia.

The clothes

this photograph,
lies appear

-no-

us about,

part

Ozar ks and the rest
were

as commonly

a naturae.

Billies"

borrowed
said

Hil

for
Bil-
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TAYLOR-"Have you an opening here for a good artist?"
MELLOTT-"
Yes, right behind you."
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l-e-When thou enterst the "quiz" room, Ben E. Todd sitting, consider diligently
what is before thee.
2-And put a knife to thy throat if thou hast the cigarette habit.
3-Labor
not to be "smart-aleck," cease from thine own wisdom.
4---Eat thou not of the candy of him who is thy neighbor, neither desire thou his
dainty meats.
5-Spcak thou not into the ears of thy neighbor lest thou provoke thine instructor
to wrath and perhaps to the utterance of an inaudible "damn."
6-For Ben E. Todd's wrath is as the roaring of a lion, but his favor is as dew
upon the grass.
7-Apply thine heart unto instruction and thine ears to the words of knowledge.
8-Rejoice
thou not when thy class rna te faileth and let not thy heart be glad
when he gets "ten zeros."
9-vVithdraw
thy foot from thy neighbor's chair and creak it not with a loud
noise to make disturbance.
lo-Drink
thou not of "goat's milk," neither for sustenance, nor for any other
reason.
l l-e-Love not sleep-lest thou "Aunk."
Open thine eyes and get "two tens."
12-1701' a man hath joy by the answer of his
mouth and a word spoken rightly in due
season, how good it is.
"Yes, thank you,
thank you."
13-A wise man will hear and will increase
learning, and a man of understanding
shall attain unto wise counsels.
14-Lastly,
"Open thou those windows-and
leave them open," "Better to freeze than
go to sleep!"
Have not I written to thee excellent things in counsels and knowledge?
-A1l1ulte Moore '17

Dabbs-"Now
what duty does a railroad owe to a trespassed"
Pierson-"\,Vhy
they can throw him off, but not until they find a nice place
for him to light on."

Hutton-"How
can a person come into property by accession?"
Steelc-"By
heiring it."
Hutton-"Oh,
you mean by hanging it out on the line?"
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•
QUlZ ON BAIL:VlENTS
Hutton-e-t'Wl.at kind of property can be bailed?"
Keyes-"\Vhy,
anything that can be handled.
You know, hay."
When lawyers work with a will, there's trouble

in store for the heirs.

THE SONG OF A MUG
He sipped the nectar from her lips
As under the moon they sat;
And wondered if ever a man before,
Had drunk from a mug like that.

When a fellow talks of heridi ta men ts , mtsprrsons, and indentures,
Of chattels and of mortgages, of chases and debentures,
Of assumpsit,

debt, and covenant,

of trespass

Of writs of habeas corpus, of reversion
Of attaching

and conveyancing,

Of femes, both sole and covert,

and attainders,

and remainders,

of signing and endorsing,
separating

and divorcing,

Of words of twenty letters, which you'd think would break
his jawYou will then know that the fellow is just begun to study law.
-ehe!
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Keyes' 19

Todd-"\Vhich
would you
a constitution
short like ours
Oklahoma wi tu forty thousand
Lowcnstein-"I'd
have to
lahoma constitution first."

rather have,
or one like
words?"
sec the Ok-

To show that some lawyers are also
poets, here is one written by a judge of one
of our Appelate courts during an interesting (?) case en tit.led Houlahan V5. Monahan.
Oh Judges, decide if you can
Twixt Houlahan and Monahan.
One is from Sweden, t'other from
France'
\Vhich shalf we kick in the seat of
the pants?
Croker-"Say,
Stew, kiss Leonore on
the cheek for me, will you?"
Miss Simpson (having overheard)-"I
don't want it by proxy."
To::ld-"Gershon,
can you give me Kent's definition
Gershon-"That's
my coffee and rolls."
To::ld-"l'm
not serving lunch here; sit down."

of a corporation?"

Todd made some remark about rough-neck politicians, to which Tom objected.
This called forth a short little story from our learned friend, the point
of which was, "When you throw a stone into a bunch of dogs and hear a squeal,
you may know one is hit."

OUR GENNIAL
FRIEND,
JOHN L WILLIAMSON,
WHILE: HE WAS A LAW STUDENT
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SYMPATHY AVAILETH
LITTLE
The attorney
very consolingly said to his client who had
just received a ten-year
sentence and was being escorted
from the court
room by the

sheriff:
"l\likc)
I am very sorry I
could
not do any more for
you.

"

I\like-"Shure,
don't 111111tion it soir;
tin yall"S is a
plincy."

yq

b
l

Paul Kuntz,
of the class of
'16, informs us that the difference between
a lawyer and a
student
is-"While
a lawyer
reads twelve cases to find one
point,
a student
reads
one
case to cover twelve points of

I

ri't lel Cl 101("

_ c..... erIJOr5

l.Q)

I

U

eWClre

law."
Todd-"Why

0

do you say so,

Spaulding ?"
Spau.ding-e-t'Because
you said that wa s the law the other night."
Todd-"
[ never said any such a d---n thing."
Ellison-e-Wha
Kaelin-It's

t arc reprisals?
where-er-capturing

Mob-PRAIRIE
SCHOONERS.

SCHOONERS

vessels

on land

or sea.

* * " HE MEANS fALSTAfF

'Nerby (giving a definition)-l
ts whereTodd-No
its not where Jake.
Nobody

can tell me geography

but

*

Jackson.

The Seniors
having
duly objected
according
to the rules of the court,
wish
spread upon the record their exceptions
to the seventy-seven
question
exam on
corporations.
Ben, we didn't think you had the heart.

ADVERTISEMENT
Freshmen-Get
all your dope on next
Seniors.
All business
strictly
confidential.

years'

"

work

from

the

This is another
photograph
of our exponent
of lien (lean)
law, our former
president
and a very likable
fellow.
Vve have
inserted
his picture
thusly
that you may get the proportions
of
his form better
than in the other picture.
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Todd-s-t'Wha

is baggage!"
thing ex tra-c-er
he means an extra
t

Wea ver-c-t'Any

-" (suppose
change).

Todd-"Is
he a boarder?"
Larr-bert-e-t'No,
that's just
rumor."

A. MUTT.

Edw. H. O'Neil wants the
U. S. to trade the Phillipines for
Ireland so we can raise our own
policemen.

...

'"

a

til NN[0 (5) P [ACHES

(To the tune of "Ireland l\JIust
be Heaven.")
Columbia can't be Heaven for
No angels come from there
I never saw a face on which
The wrinkles show so fair
For his form is like a turnip,
And he's always on his ear,
Why,~Columbia
(Mo.) can't be
Heaven
For "Hot Toddy"
came from
there.
S. Fern '19

-:»:

A man learned of the death of
an uncle in a distant state and
Br
employed an attorney to get for
KL5 ,f L),/him
his share of the estate.
D;strlbvtl.-d,
b'5 Tod..d../Lo.
After much delay the lawyer
sent for his client: and said: "I
have collected your share of your
uncle's property, and here is a statement of our account."
The account rendered showed many items of expense, such as "taking depositions," "notary fees," "court costs," "traveling expenses," etc., a considerable
charge in favor of the attorney for his services, and only a small balance for the
nephew.
After examining and pondering over the statement
for quite a while,
the client looked up and said to the lawyer: "Was that your uncle or mine that
died ?"
PfiESEIWtD

f

From 7:45 till 7:58 P. 1/1. is a very busy time for this
/"',
young man, who attends to the thirst of some of the boys. [ILlti,
No, don't get excited;
this is just plain "Coke," as this ~~,
I
book is "Bone Dry" by order of the faculty.

C~~
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During a recent recitation
by
Hclzmark.
Todd-"Tom,
quit telling him."
Cershon-c-"!
don't even know,
Judge."
One of our boys was recently
employed by a man accused of
vagrancy.
During the trial of the
case he succeeded in getting his
client released from that charge,
but an information was immediately
filed against him, because of the
testimony
he had given, charging
him with a violation of the White
Slave Act.
Todd (closing a quiz In the senior class)-'(Rotten,
ROTTEN,
ROTTEN.'
Your performance this
evening has been simply awful."
Pugh (roused from his slumber)"For Lord's sake, Ben, don't leave
here before telling us how long our
gowns should be."
Speaking of giving collateral security to banks, Todd said. "They just take your collateral and put it in a vault,
and if you die tomorrow that's the last you ever hear of it."
Don't the bankers
go to the same place as the lawyers?
Hutton-c-t'That's
]enkins-"vVhy,

good. Who told you back there."
I'm the only one back here that knew."

Bland-e-t'Did you hear that, Seibenthaler?"
Seibenthaler-"Yes,
I heard him, but I don't
Hu tton-c-i'Now
Walker-c-t'Well,

know what he said."

Walker, you try to do this for yourself."
I am, Mr. Hutton, and that is where the trouble

Todd (lecturing on the peti tio nj-e-t'You

is."

must set au t where the car struck her."

Todd-c-vlf an areoplane passes over your land, is that a violation
property rights?"
IVleans-"No."
Todd-c-t'Yes it is."
But our hero shakes his head in doubt.
Todd-"Now,
don't say no, for when I say so, it's the law."

of your

Stewa rt-e-t' Not knowing and being very doubtful, I feel a delicacy in articulating."
Werby (pulling out a vest pocket \Vebster's)-"You
mean gesticulate,
my
boy."
Stewart-"\Vel1,
you might gesticulate when you talk, but I can talk with
my hands tied."
Werby (audibly perusing dictionary)-('A-r-t-i-c-u-l-a-t-e-,
to make noise."
'Hu, thats you Stewart."
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This picture was drawn and handed to NIl'.
Ben E. Todd, while he was undergoing the
agony of having a fife and drum corps disturb his quiz.
After looking at it, he cheered
up and said, "A little fun now-and then, is relished by the best of men," and requested that
it be put in the PANDEX.
"Who

IS

that

beautiful

girl over

Joitt

ThE: I\rM!:j

ENLIST NOW

there?"

"She's the daughter of a corporation
la\vyer. But keep it from her, old man.
She is
sensitive and has been brought up in Ignorance
of the fact.-" Life.
Werbv-e-vSay,
Miss Moore, I saw your
picture in a window down on Walnut street."
Miss Moore-e-t'How'd

you like it?"

Werby-e-t'Well,
I says to myself,
pretty good on paper."

Todd-"I've

she looks

tried suits in five or six different

languages

and can speak only

one."
Stewart-"You
can't write it."
Todd-"l
can write it but you can't
Whereupon he told us a story about
in writing: one that his secretary could
he nor his secretary could read and still a

read it."
a lawyer who used three different styles
read, but he couldn't;
one that neither
third that no one could read.

The judge had doubted the ability of the witness for the defense to testify
truthfully.
The lawyer for the defense arose, and with a glass of water in one
hand addressed the judge:
"The witness in the case is not one-half as much of a liar as your honor"
(here he paused, lifted the glass, and slowly drank the water, then placed the
glass upon the nearby table) "thinks he is," he finished.

The following is a clipping, pertammg to a case recently tried at Sedalia:
The witness was asked if he took cognizance of the man who sold him the
liquor.
"I took the same as the others," was his reply.

Ben Todd has a mean habit of breaking III upon the meetings
Association."
See Tubby and Harry for particulars.
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word

with Todd.
Tcdd-e-t'Wha t is a nuisance?"
Class-"Imes."
Todd-"I
didn't say a d-e-e-n nuisance."
In the sales course, the instructor had
just told us that the earliest known case of a
sale was the selling of Joseph by his brothers.
Crocker,

who hails

the Kaw river-"Got
judge ?"

from

the other

side

of

a Kansas case on that

Hutton elucidates for Misses Moore and Simpson.

Dabbs came into the senior room to get the keys to the office from Todd
and as he stepped in, Grand Duke Crocker exclaimed, "SCIENTER."

edge.

Todd-"Caveat
emptor don't apply where you buy a blind horse with knowlDon't argue with me."

Hutton-"\Vhen
the client comes in and tells you
believe everything he tells you?"
Murr a y-c-"H it makes a good cause of action you do."
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his story

are you to

Miss l'vloore-"Stew,
are you
going to join the army?"
Stewart-c-t' Pm under weight."
Miss .l\loore-"\Vhat
right has
anyone
to say you are under
weigh r?"
Stewart-"The
constitution
says that Congress shall fix the
standards
of weights and measures. "
fv1iss l\![oore-"vVell,
1 think
one's own constitution
should
govern his weight."
Miss Kirby-"Oh
say! there's
the swellest looking sen ior taking evidence in the junior class
He's" just grand looking."
.
Miss Simpson-"vVhat's
I11S
name?"
Miss Kirby-"Spaulding,
I
think:"
OH! WOW'
Mr. Ben Todd-"Mr.
Johnson! You and those gentlemen
~~!,""L by the door, take the front sea ts."
A GROUP

OF FRESHMEN
RECEIVING
THEIR EXAMINATION
PAPERS.
RECOGNIZE
ANY OF THEM?

Mr. Ben Todd-"Young
man.
will you please keep your seat

and open that window?"
A WageT at Law is a bet between two lawyers to see which can win the case.
-e-Blaclestoue Revised 1917.
A Jackson County farmer was the owner of a good Alderney cow. A stranger;
having admired the animal, asked the farmer: "Wha t will you take for your cow?'
The farmer scratched his head for a moment and then said: "Look-a-here,
be
you the tax collector or has she been killed by the railroad?"

GOODBYE, BOYS, TAKE CARE OF YOURSELVES
On the evening of May 9th, an informal dinner was held at the Coates House
as a farewell to the boys who have answered the call of our country.
Short addresses were rnad e by members of the faculty and students, but the one that we
will long remember and c h eris h was given by our favorite instructor and friend,
John C. Hutton, who left at midnight for Fort Riley where he entered the Officers'
Training School.
We have all learned to love Jack during our association with him, and will
think of him m3.ny times wnile he is gone, be the time long or short; and we know
that he will think kindly of us now and then, forgetting, with the lapse of time,
the trials that we have been and remembering only our kind deeds.
May G:~d's blessing go with you, Jack, and with all who have answered the
call of our count.r y, is the prayer of the faculty and students of the Kansas City
School of Law.
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published.
We will appreciate' the opportunity
to quote pnces.

Kansas Digest

Missouri Digest

Six Volumes

Seventeen Volumes

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Any Law Book Published

-Vl:~-

R. S. NIiller's Ode to His Tin Lizzie:
A book of road maps underneath the bow,
A tank of gas, a spark plug gone, and thou
1VIyflivver, stalling in the wilderness,
Oh! wilderness were paradise-O!
\VO\V!
-From

tilt" fJ enryat"

Todd-c-t'Whats the first thing you do when a client comes into your office?"
Cope-"Ask
him for money."
Todd-"Now,
that's just what you don't do. Never begin talking money
before a man can get seated."
Cope-"No,
let him get comfortably seated first."

Mr. Todd-"Spaulding,
court?"
Spaulding-"Because

why do we begin the study of practice in the justice
that's where the law begins."

Todd-"Give
an example of potential
Pierson-"Taylor's
mustache."

existence."

Taylor wants to know whether to believe ::VIr.Hargus or the statutes.

Conrad Me tz is wanting the "Yiddish"

constitution

adopted.

Todd-e-t'Who may invoke the right of self-defense?"
Evans-"Now,
if some one were to attack you, Mr. Todd, I would have the
right to defend you."
But would he have the disposition?

Of! the Record.-

DRUGGED

Physician-"That
man's condition is not due to drink. He's been drugged."
Policeman (turning pale and speaking timidly)-"I'm
afraid ye're right, SIr.
I drugged him all the way-a matter of a hundred yards or more."
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QInrrrrt ~tattnurry
fnr ~tutlrmtu
ENGRA VED BUSINESS AND
PERSONAL CARDS

:JfIA~~T

_

STATIONERS
..........

"';tlg.. ENGRAVERS_
;7'

//j'E:ELEVE Ni .....
~·
STATIONERS
113

EAST

AND
ELEVENTH

BICl'WEEN GR.l.ND AVENUE

ENGRAVERS
STREET
AND WALI\'UT

"wQr fGittlr ~autrurr"
Now comes the little manicure, with captivating way,
Tho sadly now, and full of grief, she doth depose and say:
That she is single, trim, petite, and barely twenty-one,
And doth reside at Lover's Lane, in the town of Blankinton;
Wherewith to earn her daily bread and keep her sisters ten,
She polishes and makes to shine, the nails of gentlemen;
That one day in the course of trade, complainant now avers,
There came a certain traveling man into this place of hers,
Who, having nails in disarray, this man, A. B. by name
Did then and there request that she should manicure the same;
And plaintiff, being much allured by manly graces fine,
Said nails, with skill did then and there, clean, polish, rub and shine;
But, oh, said naughty traveling man, on deeds of mischief bent,
And with, as plaintiff well believes, felonious intent,
By force and fraud and foul deceit, through no fault on her partDid steal, take and unlawfully possess said plaintiff's trembling heart;
And since said loss no money can restore, she prays
The court to make her Mrs. Traveling Man for the balance of her days.

cs« A. Keyes '19
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Han O. H. Dean-"If
you have a judgment against a canal company you can
not seize their locks nor can you seize their lamp posts if you have a judgment
against the gas company."
What would a person do wit u a gas lamp post in Kansas City anyway.
Spaulding-"An
Present

age,

alien is a non-citizen

day definition

and can bring a suit in the federal court."

of Blackstone-"The

and the mother of six children.

jurists' nurse bottle."

Lowenstein, one of our promising young barristers, recently had
a case before the police court in
the course of which he delivered
one of those heart-rendering
appeals, picturing
his client,
arraingcd on a charge of assualt and
battery,
as a peaceable old lady,
sixty years old and the mother of
three children.
Much to the discomfiture of our friend, the judge
called attention
to the fact that
the lady against whom the assault
was made was ninety years of
Hard luck, Henry.

What were O'Neil and Pierson doing on Twelfth
Birthday banquet.
Judge Coon-"Just
sauntering along."

street after the Washington

Seniors outside playing the piano-Todd
inside lecturing--"Tell
it, Ben."
Todd-"My
boy, language is inadequate."
]ames-"Them

Pomtaskers

are trying to run this (freshman)

them about

class, by heck."

Todd-"Where
do you find the law of nature,-revealed?"
Bright Student-"\Vhy,
in Blackstone."
Hutton (at quiz on Real Property)---"and
TAIL (estate tail) arose."
Then he sat down.

that's

when the STATE'S

During a quiz on Sales in the Freshman year, the question was asked :-"\Vhat
is potential existence?" and with great gusto a future judge replied: "Why, that
means anything not yet in existence such as crops and the FElVIALE of the young."
On the road to success in Law there is a bridge, the foundation

"BLACK-STONE."
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of which

1S

A 14uwy.er'!ilIttunrattntt tn ~prtttg
Whereas, on certain boughs and sprays,
Now divers birds are heard to sing,
And sundry flowers their heads upraise,
Hail to the coming on of spring.
The song of those
The memory
As green as those
As fresh and

said birds arouse
of our youthful hours;
said sprays and boughs,
sweet as those said flowers.

The birds aforesaid, happy pairs,
Love, amid the aforesaid boughs, enshrines
In freehold nests-themselves,
their heirs,
Administrators
and assigns.
Oh busiest term in Cupid's court,
Where tender plaintiffs actions bring;
Season of glad ness and of sport,
Hail, as aforesaid, coming spring.
Francis M. Blackwell

In one of the Justice courts in the outlying districts of Kansas City the other day,
a man charged with a minor offense listened
patiently to the numerous witnesses who testified against him. When he was called as a
witness, the customary
oath was ad minisered-"Do
you solemnly swear to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nbthing but the
truth in this case?"
Much to the consternation
of the court,
his reply was--"No,
I am going to do just
like all these other fellows have done who SHORTCOURSE
IN DOMEsnc RELATIONS
have testified against me."
When order was restored, the court explained to him that it would be necessary for him to say that he would tell the truth, whereupon the trial proceeded.

TOO TRUE
Man is like a kerosene lamp;
He isn't especially bright;
He's often turned down, he usually smokes,
And frequently goes out at night.
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"Suggested that the surplusage in the Freshmen Treasury be devoted to the
purchase of a periscope for Miss Byers, especially when riding in the elevato-."
Read "Ups and Downs of the Fresh-Air Fiends."
Brunner & Cleaton, publishers.
Two women passing, saw Miss Farrow the other day. One pushed the other.
"There goes Miss Farrow-A
woman attorney!"
Her companion turning in astonishment, exclaimed, "Why, she looks like anybody else, doesn't she?"
"Among other things, the freshmen have a 'rare avis' in class."
Ask Miss
Farrow for further information.
If you want to know the law-See Latshaw.
The pink checks of Latshaw are the envy of all the girls in the class. Wonder
where he gets them?
The girls are curious.
Mr Hutton's distinction between difficult phonetical variations-c-t'Mr.
Bray,"
leaping to his feet excitedly cries out, "Mr. Hutton, my name is Pray."
"That
is all right, 1\111'. Pray, I am not calling for a 'form of supplication' but the 'expression of a certain barnyard denizen.' "
Can't you understand
how the Freshmen Constitution
can stand without
Parliamentation
Munson to support it.
Mr Hargus, in desperation, after the question has gone the rounds-c-t'Mrs.
Me Fadden, what do you say?"
Fraud or Adam?
Heard in the Freshman class meeting-"Mr.
President,
you mis-counted the vote last night."
NIr. President-"I
beg your pardon, my friend, Miss Campbell counted the
vote."
How about it, Miss Campbell?"

ACTION IN DECEIT
Lady (relating her story to the judge)-"I
felt so miserable that I went to
the church and prayed, but I received no comfort and was going out when I met
the sexton, who seemed so gentle and kind that I told him my wretched story.
He
promised by everything he held sacred that he would not tell."
]udge-"\Nell,
did he?"
Lady (indignantly)-"Yes,
he tolled the bell."

HEARD
Foreign lady
Clerk-"vVill
Lady-"No;
Clerk-c-t'Will
Lady-"No;

IN THE CORNER

DRUG STORE

asked for powder.
you have Mennen's?"
I viII haf Vimmen's."
you have it scented?"
I vill take it mit me."

A BRIGHT

IDEA

Once upon a time there was a man away out in the woods and he wanted
to have a smoke.
Well, he had a whole box of cigars, but didn't have a match to
his name.
Then a bright idea struck him; so he took a cigar out of the box and
the box of cigars became a "cigar lighter" and he had his smoke. This way, Doctor.
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A TOAST
Here's
his jokes.

to

the joke

Editor.

May he live as long as

LIKE UNTO B. TODD WHEN THE BOYS "BUTT IN"
An Irishman "vas mounted 011 a mule that was kicking
pretty freely. The animal finally got its hoof caught in the
stirrup, and in the excitement, the Irishman, glaring at the
animal, remarked~"\Vell,
begorrn, if you're goin'
git
Pxoa 'H':~Rl~I~~~;Rl~~~.o"ADY
Oil, I'll git off."

AI<RIVINCHoMEFRO~ITHEJUNIOR

to

HOW IT HAPPENED
Mother-"Johnny,
you said you'd
been to Sunday Schoo1."
Johnny
(with a far-away
look)"Yes, Mamma."
rv:Iother-"How does it ha ppen th a t
your hands smell of fish?"
Johnny-"1
carried home the Sunday School paper, an' the outside page
is all about Jonah an' the whale."

SOME DIFFERENCE
Tommy-"Father,
what is the difference between a vision and a sight?"
Father-"Well,
my SOil, you can
flatter a woman by calling her a vision,
but don't call her a sight."

O'N EIL-" Wemuststand

CRIMINAL

together,boys"

LAW

Of all the law the student ever saw,
Nothing can exceed the Criminal Law.
From method to mode in the criminal code,
Poor Freshies, they sigh under an awful load.
What are the elements of a criminal indictment?
Where on quiz night to find needed enlightment?
Memory's a mighty poor jade to afford any aid
And the 'ponies' will enter a material objection
To the saddling on of the hypothetical question.
But list! Like a motion for new trial, creeps in the hope
That the kindly q uizz-mas ter will look at the dope
With benignant eye, and from his ever-broadening
scope
Extend to hard-struggling
'ponies'-a
little more rope.
-L. B.
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IDrttr au~ IDrur
"Some men fail to tell de truf because
and a desire to please."-Uncle
Eben.

dey's over-burdened

wif originality

"The fellow who thinks, 'If I don't skin this sucker, some other fellow will,'
should have the vermiform appendix of his conscience taken out at once.JJ-Exchange.
"When

in doubt,

tell the truth."-Mark

"Think

twice before you speak-then

"A good cook is not without
"A quitter

Twain.
talk to yourself."-George

Ail. Hodges.

honor except in her own house."-Exchange.

always loses."-Exchange.

"'vVe al1 have a great deal more power over our minds than it is the fashion to
allow, and an infinity of resource and ability to use it."-Mrs.
Carlyle.
"Fear and gain are great
the judgment is violated."-fYm.
"Dispatch

perverters

of mankind,

and where either

prevail,

Pow.

is the soul of business."-Lord

Chesterfield.

"Every successful family has a court of last resort.
wears pants and sometimes it doesn't."-Exchange.

Sometimes

the court

"If you see an editor who pleases everybody, there will be a glass plate over
his face and he will not be standing up."-Exchange.
"A lame excuse is slower than a balky mule."-Exchange.
"Use a megaphone in telling your enemy's
tube in speaking of your own."-Exchange.
"Anyone
with ambition may belong
Aristocracy of Brains."-Exchange.

good points

to the Aristocracy

and a whispering
of America-the

Judge John F. Philips, ex-United States District Judge of Missouri, and judgeWalter A. Powell, ex-member of the Circuit Court here, both of our Faculty,
happened to spend the winter together at St. Petersburg,
Florida.
In a letter
home to his brother, Elmer N. Powell, Judge Powell wrote of the following churchgoing experience of Judge Philips, as told him by Judge Philips:
"Religion and climate go hand in hand here, I find; when I arrived late at
Church last Sunday, every pew was filled and an usher came up to me and said,
'Sorry, sir, but we are all full here today.'"
" 'Well! Don't apologize,' retorted Judge Philips, 'but where did 'you all'
get it today, I wonderl'"
"The usher looked dazed," continued Judge Philips, and "walked away
without a word; the humor was apparently lost on him."
(Seemed to illustrate the true Missouri Spirit.)
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A lawyer, who was defending a man accused of breaking and entering, and
who had pleaded non vault, addressed the court as follows:
"1 submit, your honor, that my client did not break into the house at all.
He found the kitchen window open and merely inserted his right arm and removed
a few trifling articles.
Now, my client's arm is not himself, and I fail to see how
you can punish the whole individual for an offense committed by only one of his
limbs."
The judge smiled with his superior smile, and then proceeded to pass sentence
with these introductory
remarks:
"That argument is very well put," he said, "Following it logically, I sentence
the prisoner's arm to one year's imprisonment.
He can accompany it or not, as
he chooses."
The prisoner gave a polite bow, and with his lawyer's assistance unscrewed
his cork arm and, leaving it on the clerk's table, walked calmly out of the courtroom.
Todd asked for an example of a right of abatement,
"The porter in the family wine."
, "Yield not to discouragement;
alive, and God is in his world."

thou

to which Crocker

replied,

art

"He who is certain of himself and master
of his tools, knows that he is able, and neither
hurries nor worries, but works and waits."
"Be not discouraged
at thy past, but
know that, whatever it has been, the best may
still be thine."
The definition of a contingent fee as given
IN FUTURO ET CETERA HUTTON
by one of the bright lights of our school.-"If
you are my client and do not win, I
lose. If you win, you lose."
Kind of a case of heads and tails, isn't it.
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THE END

,

